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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Record enrollment brings many·opportunities
David B. Burks,
President

nother exciting fall semester has begun
for those of us at Harding. The August 25
convocation set in motion the 1993-94
school year, the 70th year that Harding has
opened her doors as a four-year institution.
Another record enrollment greeted the faculty
and staff, and more than 1,000 of these students
are new to our campus as either freshmen or
transfer students.
As I participated in the convocation, I looked
out over the student body and realized a record
enrollment also means a record number of
opportunities for Harding to impact the lives of
students. I shared with the students a brief
paragraph from a small book I'd read.
It began, "A Return to Basic Goodness Once upon a time there was honor and virtue in
the land; it was ~ time when a man's word was
his bond, a woman felt secure in a safe community, children were raised with strong moral
values, and neighbors helped each other without
restraint. That era symbolized generations of
Americans who took pride in their work and

On the Cover.
Ajack-o'-lantern caNing contest prompted the design of this
traditional Harding pumpkin by Mark Moore. Fall has arrived on
campus, bringing with it a record enrollment of 3,552 students.
For more about the record enrollment, see page 3.
(Photo by Jeff Montgomery)

achievements; it was a period when belief in
basic values of home, family and community
made this country the leader of the free world."
This quotation reminded me of Harding and
what we are attempting to do. We are in the
business of changing lives. That involves developing Christian scholarship, promoting Christian
ethics and asking people to live by a Christ-like
standard in all that they do. It also involves
developing lasting relationships - relationships
with fellow students, relationships with faculty
and, most of all, I hope a deeper, stronger
relationship with God.
Yes, the 1993-94 school year will be full of
opportunities. The biggest challenge each
student will face will be that of growing in his or
her faith and coming to grips with a faith of his
or her own. That challenge, however, is not
new. Harding has been helping students grow in
their faith for 69 years. lHI
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lfl
Memphis administration building
sustains significant ftre damage

AROUND CAMPUS

An early morning flre July
29 in the E.H. Ijams Administration Building at the Graduate
School of Religion in Memphis
heavily damaged administrative

FIRE SCENES

and faculty offices.
The two-alarm fire at the
three-story Georgian mansion
caused an estimated $1 million
in damages. The roof and attic
were destroyed, and the first
and second floors sustained extensive water and smoke damage. The fire never threatened
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other structures on the campus,
although firefighters battled the
blaze for three hours.
The cause of the 3 a.m. fire
has not yet been determined,

store the facility.
Architects and structural engineers have examined the
building to determine the extent to which the building can
be restored using
existing portions of
the facility. Renovation and rebuilding
are expected to be
completed during
the spring semester.
Classes for the
summer session at
the Graduate School
of Religion were
completed on
schedule, and the
fall schedule of
classes began in August. Administrative
and faculty offices
have temporarily
been moved to an
adjoining classroom
building.
Office Remnants. Faculty offices on the first
The school's
and second floors of the mansion received
computers and
extensive smoke and water damage.
records were saved
despite the heavy
Attic Ruins. The charred remains of the
water
damage to the
mansion's attic are examined after the July 29
lower
floors of the
fire, which consumed the attic and roof.
building. Many of
the books in the
personal libraries of
faculty members
were not damaged.
However, more than
14,000 volumes did
receive water damage and were immediately sent to a
company that spebut investigators suspect an
cializes in freeze-drying waterelectrical wiring problem in the damaged books.
ceiling of a second-floor office.
President David Burks said a
The small flame then quickly
special capital fund-raising
spread to the entire attic. The
campaign has begun to help
building was insured, and a
defray the cost of rebuilding
payment from the insurance
the structure. Funds raised will
company will cover a major
help with expenses not covportion of the expenses to reered by insurance.

Three administrative staff positions announced
Three administrative staff
appointments have been announced by President David
Burks for the Office of University Advancement (formerly
University Relations).
Floyd Daniel, long-time vice
president for university relations, has been promoted to senior vice president. In this new
position Daniel will spend
more time working with major
donors off campus.
"Floyd is exceptionally talented in this area and has a
real gift in working with people
on behalf of Harding," Burks
said. He added that Daniel will
continue to play a major role in
policy decision-making for the
University.
Daniel, an Alabama native,
has worked for Harding since
1965 and has served as a vice
president for the past 16 years.
He attended Georgia Military
Academy in College Park, Ga.,
and holds a bachelor's degree
in business administration from
Auburn University.
Dr. Gary Elliott has moved
into the position of vice president for university advancement. He will be responsible
for the overall fund-raising system of the University, including
the annual fund, the capital
program and the planned giving program. Elliott is a familiar
face to many at Harding, having served on the English Department faculty from 19671981. He chaired the department for eight of those years
and received the Distinguished
Teacher Award in 1980.
Since leaving Harding in
1981, Elliott has served as academic dean, executive vice
president, and then president
of Columbia Christian College.
He then joined the staff at Pepperdine University in 1991,
where he has served as senior
development officer and as acting assistant vice chancellor.

Elliott is a native of
Chickasha, Okla. He received
his bachelor's degree from Harding in 1962, his master's from
North Texas State University in
1968, and his doctorate from
Kansas State University in 1973.
He is married to the former
Cheryl Guild, and they have
two adult children.
Phil Dixon, a 1967 Harding
graduate, has been named director of deferred giving. He
comes to the University advancement team from First National Bank, a division of
Arvest Trust Co. NA, in Rogers,
Ark. , where he was senior vice
president. Dixon has worked in

banking for 19 years, the last
nine for Arvest.
Concerning goals for his
new position, Dixon said, "I
would like to see the
University's endowment large
enough that we can keep tuition as close to current levels
as possible. We also need to be
able to provide ample scholarships. I don't want to see any
student unable to come to Harding because of money."
Dixon received his J.D. degree from the University of Arkansas-Fayetteville in 1974 and
is a veteran of the Coast Guard.
He and his wife, Ann, have
four children.

Enrollment reaches record high
Harding University continues to grow at a rapid pace.
For the sixth consecutive year,
enrollment has reached a
record high.
Registering for the fall semester on the Searcy campus
were 3,552 students, an increase of 89 over fall 1992 totals. The total includes 1,038
students new to Harding, 825
of which are freshmen .
Enrollment at Hardin_g University Graduate School of Religion in Memphis, Tenn., had
not closed at press time and
was therefore unavailable.
Included in this year's enrollment at the main campus
are students from all 50 states,
thanks to Joseph Chappel of
Narragansett, R.I. Rhode Island
had been the only state not
represented by last year's student body.
The number of international
students at Harding is on the
rise, too. One hundred sixtytwo students from 38 foreign
nations are represented this
year. Those nations include
Denmark, Russia, France, Germany, Romania, Scotland, Australia, Japan, Zambia, Finland,

Belgium and Honduras, among
others.
Director of Admissions Mike
Williams said the 1,650 applications received during the past
year was also an all-time high,
as is the number of National
Merit Finalists enrolled this fall .
Those 13 students put Harding
among the top 100 colleges
and universities in the nation
with the most National Merit
scholars enrolled.
"We're excited about this
new school year," Williams
said, "because this promises to
be one of the most talented
freshman classes we've ever attracted to Harding - and early
signs show that next year
promises more of the same."
Williams reports that he has
already received more than 350
applications for the fall 1994
semester, which is a 25 percent
increase over this time last
year. He therefore is encouraging those interested in enrolling
for next fall to do so as early as
possible.
Harding's enrollment has increased by 25 percent during
the six-year presidency of Dr.
David Burks.
H A R D I N G · Fa/11993
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Terrill attends
Christian College
Librarians meet
Henry Terrill (library) attended the
Christian College
Librarians meeting
May 26-28 in
Abilene, Texas.
Terrill presented information about resource sharing initiatives between the
institutions.

Librarians attend
state meeting
Suzanne Spurrier,
Mary Binkley, Ann
Hobby, Henry
Terrill and Shirley
Williams (library)
attended the state
meeting of the Arkansas Library
Association's College and University
Division, held in
April on the Harding campus. The
meeting focused on
how libraries are
coping with journal
price increases.
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21 new, returning faces on faculty
The beginning of the fall
semester brought 21 new or returning faculty members to the
Harding campuses.
The School of Busi~ess has
two new faculty members, Dr.
Budd Hebert and Bill Hemphill,
and one member of the faculty
returning from doctoral leave.
Scott Stovall has returned from
two years of study at North
Texas State.
Hebert comes to Harding as
an associate professor from Albuquerque, N.M ., where he
was executive director of the
Rio Grande Development Co.
He received his bachelor's and
master's degrees from Arizona
State University, and he obtained his doctorate from Ohio
State University. He previously
taught at the University of Cincinnati and at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Hemphill has completed a
20-year career with the Air
Force, stationed at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, Colo. He was commander of the 54th Security Police Squadron and was responsible for the continuing education and training of cadets. His
undergraduate degree is from
Oklahoma State University, and
his master's degree is from Auburn University. He is an assistant professor.
The College of Bible and Religion has added Dr. Duane
Warden, Dr. James Vann
Rackley and Dr. Adrian
Hickmon to its faculty.
Warden, professor of Bible,
was most recently chairman of
the Bible and Religion Division
at Ohio Valley College. He received his bachelor's degree
from Harding in 1965, the
M.A.R. degree from Harding
Graduate School in 1978, and
his doctorate in New Testament
from Duke University. He was
recognized as Professor of the
Year in 1990 by the OVC student body.
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Rackley is a licensed professional counselor who comes to
Harding from Christiansburg,
Va., where he worked as a supervisor in the court services
unit of the Department of
Youth and Family Services. He
received his bachelor's degree
from Harding in 1983 and completed his master's in marriage
and family therapy in 1986
from Abilene Christian University. He has recently completed
doctoral work at Virginia Tech
University in Blacksburg. He
serves as an assistant professor
for the new master's program
in marriage and family therapy.

FACULTY FACT

Ten new faculty members
have earned doctorates.
Hickmon is a 1977 alumnus
who completed his master's in
education degree at Harding
two years later. He also has
earned a master's in substance
abuse counseling from Northeast Louisiana University, and
he is in the process of completing doctoral work in marriage
and family therapy from Virginia Tech University. For 11
years he served as football
coach and teacher at Ouachita
Christian School in Monroe, La.,
and was named District Coach
of the Year four times.
Hickmon also serves as an assistant professor for the new
MFT program.
Also in the College of Bible
and Religion, Ross Cochran has
teturned from doctoral leave in
Boston, and Dr. Ed Myers has
returned to the Searcy campus
from the Graduate School campus in Memphis.
Three new faces have joined
the faculty at the Graduate
School in Memphis, Tenn.,
making the school's faculty
strength greater than it has

been in five years. Dr. Donald
Kinder serves as associate dean
and as associate professor of
church history, Dr. Edward
Gray serves as assistant professor of counseling, and Dr.
Dave Bland serves as associate
professor of homiletics .
Kinder formerly taught at
Columbia Christian College,
where he served as chair and
professor of Bible. He holds his
doctorate in church history
from the University of Iowa.
Gray is a counseling psychologist and a marriage and family
therapist. He received his doctorate in counseling psychology
from New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary. Bland
also comes from Columbia
Christian College. He received
his doctor of ministry degree
from Western Baptist Seminary
and is completing his Ph.D. at
the University of Washington.
Janice Linck, assistant professor, has been added to the
School of Nursing faculty. She
received her bachelor of nursing degree from the University
of New York in 1985 and her
master's from Wichita State
University in 1992. She most recently has worked in both
classroom and clinical settings
at Northern Oklahoma Medical
College, and she previously
worked as the head nurse at
Oklahoma State University in
Stillwater, Okla.
The School of Education has
added Linda Thornton, assistant
professor, who has come to
Harding from Boca Raton, Fla.,
where she taught for the past
five years at Calusa Elementary
School. Thornton received her
bachelor's in elementary education from Harding in 1968 and
her master's in educational research from Florida Atlantic
University in 1989. She received her Ed.S. degree in educational leadership in 1992,
also from Florida Atlantic, and
is now working on her doctoral

degree.
Mark Hudson has joined the
Department of Music as an instructor. He most recently
worked as director of bands for
Fort Clarke Middle School in
Gainesville, Fla. He graduated
from Harding in 1981 with a
bachelor's in music education,
and he received his master's in
music conducting from the University of Florida in 1989.
Hudson has completed his doctoral work in music education
and is in the process of writing
his dissertation.
The Department of Behavioral Sciences has added Dr.
Ken Cameron to its faculty as
associate professor of psychology. Cameron is a 1977 graduate of Harding who received
his doctorate in clinical psychology from the University of
Arkansas in 1982. For the past
six years, he has been the chief
of clinical psychology at the
Department of Corrections for
the state of Missouri.
New to the Department of
Communication as an instructor
is Karen McLarty, a 1986
alumna. She received her
master's from the University of
Tennessee in 1987. She has
worked as a speech pathologist
for both Saint Francis Hospital
in Memphis, and for National
Health Corporation. She is a
member of the American
Speech, Language and Hearing
Association.
Janie Giles, a 1991 Harding
alumnus, has been added to
the Art Department faculty as
an instructor. After receiving
her bachelor's degree from
Harding, Giles began graduate
work at Emporia State University in Emporia, Kan., in the
area of art therapy and psychology. She has worked at
Searcy Children's Home and
with an elementary school in
Emporia.
The Department of Kinesiology has added two new instructors who also serve as
men's basketball coaches. Jeff
Morgan is the new head bas-

ketball coach, and Tim Kirby is
assistant basketball coach.
Morgan has come to Harding from West Texas State University, where he was head
basketball coach. A Coming,
Ark., native, he attended both
York College and West Texas
State. Kirby comes to Harding
from Poteau, Okla., where he
was head coach at Carl Albert
State College. He is a graduate
of the University of Science and
Arts of Oklahoma and East
Central (Okla.) University.
Dr. Steven Moore of St.
Jude's Children's Research Hospital in Memphis, has joined

the Biology Department as an
assistant professor. His expertise is in immunology, and his
research has provided new data
in the area of genetic regulation of white blood cells. He is
a graduate of Abilene Christian
University and received his
doctorate in microbiology and
immunology from the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences.
Another faculty member returning from doctoral leave is
Alice Jewell, who has been at
the University of Arkansas for
two years. She rejoins the Department of English.

Nichols serves
association as
president
Dr. Jim Nichols
(education) began
serving as president
of the Arkansas Association of
Teacher Educators
July 1 after being
selected last fall by
the association as
president-elect.
Since that time he
has attended the
national ATE meeting in Los Angeles.

Faculty members named to new
administrative responsibilities
New administrative responsibilities have been announced
for several faculty members by
President David B. Burks.
Dr. Allan Isom, professor of
Bible, has been named associate dean and director of special
programs of the College of
Bible and Religion. His new
duties include the direction of
two programs that he initiated:
UPLIFT summer youth Bible
camp and the Good News
Singers. Additionally, he will
succeed Dr. Don Shackelford
as director of church relations
at the end of this academic year.

Barbara Statom, associate
professor of business education, has been named assistant
dean of the School of Business.
Dr. David Perkins, a CPA and
associate professor of accounting, will now direct the accounting program.
Don Yates, who served as
assistant director of the Walton
Scholarship Program last year,
has been named director of the
program.
At the Florence, Italy, campus, Robert Shackelford is now
associate dean of administrative
affairs for the HUF program.

Pruitt and Welch join Admissions
The Office of Admissions
Services has two new faces this
fall. Mark Pruitt and Darrell
Welch have joined the staff as
admissions advisors.
Pruitt graduated from Harding in May 1992 with an accounting degree. The Nichols,
Iowa, native comes to his new
position from St. Louis, where
he served as a staff auditor for
Coopers and Lybrand, a Big Six
accounting firm. He recruits
students primarily from the
Mid-West. While a student at
Harding, Pruitt was assistant
manager of a men's dormitory,
a member of Alpha Chi honor

society and the intercollegiate
business team, and an officer
with Kappa Tau men's social
club.
Welch, who received his
bachelor's degree in professional sales from Harding in
August 1992, recruits students
from the West Coast. Originally
from Lake Charles, La., he most
recently was a management
trainee for Bud's Discount
Stores. He also has worked for
Jackson and Coker, a physicians recruitment firm. Welch
was a member of the intercollegiate golf team while a student
at Harding.

Wilson presents
food classes at
annual meeting
Dr. Beth Wilson
(home economics)
presented two
classes titled "Food
in the 21st Century:
Better by Design"
at the annual meeting of the Arkansas
Association for
Family and Community Education,
held June 15-17 on
the Harding campus.
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Cheney, Quayle highlight
American Studies Lectures
Dick Cheney and Dan
Quayle headline the American
Studies Institute Distinguished
Lecture Series for 1993-94.
The series began Sept. 7
with author and sales consultant George R. Walther, followed with film critic and nationally recognized television
personality Michael Medved
Sept. 21.
Scheduled as the series' next
speaker is Dick Cheney, U.S.
secretary of defense from 19891993, who became known
around the world as leader of
the Pentagon during Operations Desert Shield and Desert
Storm. For his service during
the Gulf War, President George
Bush presented him with
America's highest civilian
award, the Presidential Medal
of Freedom. He will speak in
Benson Auditorium at 7:30p.m.
Nov. 4.
Cheney served as assistant to
the president and White House
chief of staff during the Ford
administration. At 34, he was
the youngest person ever to
hold that position. He was later
elected six times to Wyoming's
only seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives. Congressman
Cheney then rose through the
leadership ranks to become the
House Republican whip in
1988, the second-ranking minority leader in the House.
James Humes, an actor, historian and politician, is scheduled to speak Feb. 8, 1994, at
7:30p.m. in the Administration
Auditorium. His leadership
seminar presentation will be
"The Sir Winston Method: Language of Leadership," a riveting
portrayal of one of this
century's greatest world leaders. His popular one-man show
has been presented in all 50
states, as well as in Great Britain, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Bermuda and Hong
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Kong. He has performed for
members of the Royal Family
and at the White House.
Humes has been an elected
legislator, White House speech
writer for four presidents, and
author of a biography of
Shakespeare and three books
about Winston Churchill. His
program about the famed
prime minister aired on PBS

SPEAKERS
AT A GLANCE
Nov.4, 1993
Dick Cheney
Feb.B, 1994
James Humes
March 24, 1994
Fred Barnes
April14, 1994
Dan Quayle
television in 1986, and his biography, Churchill: Speaker of the
Century, was nominated for the
Pulitzer Prize in 1981.
Fred Barnes, a columnist
and nationally known commentator on politics and cultural affairs, will address an Administration Auditorium audience
March 24, 1994, at 7:30 p .m. A
senior editor at Tbe New Republic, Barnes appears on television as a regular panelist for
"The McLaughlin Group" and
frequently on CNN's
"Crossfire." He is a moderator
for the weekly Voice of
America show "Issues in the
News," and has appeared on
"Nightline," "Today," "Good
Morning America," "Meet the
Press," "Face the Nation" and
"The MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour."
As one of the nation's most

respected commentators and
journalists, Barnes covered the
Suprem~ Court and the White
House for the Washington Star
before joining the Baltimore
Sun as a political columnist and
national political correspondent.
Dan Quayle, 44th vice president of the United States from
1988-1992, speaks April14,
1994, at 7:30 p .m . in Benson
Auditorium. Quayle was the
first chairman of the National
Space Council, a space-policy
body established by statute in
1988. In 1989 President Bush
named him head of the Council on Competitiveness, which
worked to ensure U.S. international competitiveness into the
21st century. The former vice
president is serving as chairman of the new Competitiveness Center of the Hudson Institute, and he also serves on
the Institute's board of trustees.
Mr. Quayle was first elected
to Congress in 1976 from
Indiana's 4th Congressional
District, defeating an eight-term
incumbent Democrat. In 1980
he became the youngest person ever elected to the U.S.
Senate from the state of Indiana, defeating three-term incumbent Democrat Birch Bayh.
He again made Indiana political
history in 1986, winning reelection to the U.S. Senate by
the largest margin ever
achieved to that date by a candidate in a statewide Indiana
race.
Part of the 1993-94 ASI Distinguished Lecture Series was
underwritten with a grant from
the Young America's Foundation, headquartered in Virginia.
The Foundation annually assists
colleges·.and universities in
bringing nationally known
speakers to campuses throughout the country.
For a brochure or more information, contact the American Studies Institute at Harding
University, Box 762, Searcy, AR
72149-0001; or call (501) 2794497.

Student Association stresses
service as school year's focus
"And let us consider one
another to provoke unto love
and good works." This verse
from Hebrews 10:24 is serving
as the focus for this year's activities planned by the 1993-94
Student Association.
Led by President Rich Little
of Capalaba, Australia, the Student Association is stressing
service as its theme. "We must
first serve God and then others," Little said, "because without a focus on service and
spirituality, we have no purpose."
Little has three year-long
projects planned to provide the
SA and students with ample
opportunities to serve. Fundraising efforts throughout the
year will assist two of the SA's
service projects by helping establish a preaching school in
Haiti and provide a mobile
medical clinic for a church in
Ghana.
"These year-long projects
will enable us and all the students more time for follow-up
reports on the progress of our
efforts. I think we'll maintain
better contact and see more results than we've been able to in
past projects that have been
undertaken," Little said.
A third project began Sept.
9-12 when 120 students and
four faculty members participated in a flood relief project in
Arnold, Mo. The students
helped clean up debris,
cleaned out basements of
flooded homes and removed
sandbags. The Arnold Church
of Christ, which has received
more than $300,000 in flood-relief contributions, assisted in
organizing the effort. Goods
bought by the church with the
donations were distributed by
the students.
"Help was readily available
as flood waters rose, " Little
said, "but now that they've receded and it's time to clean up,

help is harder to find . We
helped one home owner remove 200,000 sandbags from
around his house, and there
are still sandbags everywhere."
There was no cost to any
student participating in the effort . The congregation in
Arnold arranged accommodations, and the College Church
of Christ in Searcy provided
transportation and gasoline.
"The only negative thing about
the whole trip was that we all
had to receive tetanus shots,"
Little said.
Other efforts planned by
Little will prove less hazardous.
Theme dinners in the cafeteria
served by faculty members,
Sadie Hawkins Week, the
"President for a Day" role reversal between a student and
President David Burks, the
"Light Up Campus" Christmas
display, and an International
Emphasis Week are some of
the activities Little has planned.
"And my plans are in no way
conclusive at this point, " he
added.

President David Rubio. Standing: Secretary Michele Regauld, Treasurer
Glen Metheny.

In addition to Little, a senior
Bible major, other officers for
the year include David Rubio, a
senior history major from Memphis, Tenn., serving as vice
president; Michele Regauld, a
junior nursing major from
North Little Rock, Ark., serving
as secretary; and Glen
Metheny, a senior accounting
major from Kennett, Mo., serving as treasurer.

Faculty promotions announced
Nine faculty members have
received promotions in rank,
and three have been named to
emeritus status, effective with
the beginning of the fall 1993
semester.
Dr. Helen Lambert, associate
dean of the School of Nursing,
was promoted to full professor
status. Also promoted to professor was Dr. Dan Tullos of
the Communications Department. Tullos also serves as director of the speech clinic.
Promoted to associate professor were Dr. Paul Haynie of
the history faculty, Dr. Kathy
Howard of the Behavioral Sciences Department, and Dr.
Randy McLeod and Dr. David
Perkins, both of the School of
Business faculty. McLeod also

serves the School as associate
dean.
Three faculty members were
promoted from instructor to assistant professor. Promoted
were James Frank, assistant
football coach and member of
the kinesiology faculty; Scott
Ragsdale, also an assistant football coach and member of the
math and computer science
faculty; and Keith Schramm,
who joined the Chemistry Department last year.
Given emeritus status were
three recently retired faculty
members. Dr. Eddie Baggett of
the Music Department, Ed Sanders of the College of Bible and
Religion, and Dr. Bill Williams
of the Chemistry Department
were all given this designation.
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Pitt's works
on exhibition
Paul Pitt (art) recently had several
of his works exhibited at the Thirteen
Islands Gallery in
St. Simon's Island,
Ga., and also in the
Van Cleave Gallery
in Hot Springs, Ark.
Pitt's work has
been exhibited in
more than one
dozen locations
throughout the nation this year.

Leadership theme of November
Grad School Elders Workshop
"Faithful Leadership for an
Anxious People" is the theme
for this year's Elders Workshop
to be conducted by the Graduate School of Religion in Memphis, Tenn. An addition to the
program this year is the inclusion of topics for the wives of
elders, so the school is encouraging participants to attend as
couples.
The workshop is scheduled
for Nov. 5-6 with six different

speakers delivering messages.
Opening the schedule will be
Dr. Keith Stotts' address "Secure Leaders for an Anxious
People."
Stotts is president of Ohio
Valley College in Parkersburg,
W.Va. He serves as an elder for
the Grand Central Church of
Christ in Vienna, and is a 1956
alumnus of the Harding Graduate School. Stotts' message on
the second day of the work-

140 graduate in August ceremonies
Friday the 13th was a great day for the 140 students
who received their diplomas at August commencement exercises in Benson Auditorium.
From the College of Bible and Religion, three received
bachelor of arts degrees. The College of Arts and Sciences
conferred 37 bachelor of arts degrees, 14 bachelor of science degrees, one bachelor of music education degree, two
bachelor of science in medical technology degrees, four
bachelor of social work degrees, and one bachelor of fine
arts degree.
The School of Business conferred 15 bachelor of business
administration degrees, one bachelor of arts degree, and
one associate of arts degree. The School of Education conferred 14 bachelor
of arts degrees, 37 master
of education degrees, and
10 master of science in
education degrees. No degrees were conferred from
the School of Nursing.
Serving as speaker for
August commencement
was Larry M. Bills, president of Crowley's Ridge
College in Paragould, Ark.
Bills, who received his
bachelor's degree in music
education from Harding in 1958, began his career teaching
music in Des Arc Ark.; Tyler, Texas; and at Harding·.Academy in Searcy. He then worked for 13 years as music instructor and choral director at Northeastern Christian Junior
College in Pennsylvania, later serving as director of development and vice president for development. He has been
president at Crowley's Ridge for six years. Bills and his wife,
th~ former Sara Jane Good, are recipients of the Northeastem Christian Service Award, presented by Northeastern
Christian Junior College.
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shop will be "Knowing the
Sheep. "
Discussion groups are
scheduled to be a part of the
program and will be conducted
twice. Three different topics
will be offered simultaneously,
and participants may choose
which group they wish to attend.
Leading the first set of group
discussions will be David
Ralston on "Leading the Church
into the Next Century"; David
Chadwell on "A Realistic Approach to Congregational
Unity"; and Mary Peden with a
ladies class titled "A Love Affair."
Ralston is an elder at the
Highland Street Church of
Christ in Memphis. He is a
graduate of David Lipscomb
University and is active in a
mission effort centered in Kiev,
Ukraine.
Chadwell has been the pulpit minister for the Oxford,
Miss., Church of Christ since
1974. He has 40 years of ministry experience and is a graduate of both David Lipscomb
University and the Graduate
School.
Peden and her husband, Joe,
work with the Westport Road
Church of Christ in Louisville,
Ky. Mary is active with the
congregation's teaching program at all age levels and in
small-group Bible studies. Joe
is an elder at the congregation
and is active in mission campaigns in Canada and Scotland.
Joe Peden will conduct a
discussion group during the
second set of offerings titled
"The Many Loves of an Elder."
Also scheduled are "Setting Priorities" with Ralston and another ladies discussion led by
Mary Peden titled "See You at
the House. "
The workshop will close
with an address by Dr. Bill
Flatt, dean, titled "Overcoming
Anxiety." Additional information about the workshop may
be obtained by calling Dr.
Evertt Huffard at (901) 7611356.

Human Resources program
receives ACBSP accreditation
Faculty and students involved in the human resources
management program received
some encouraging and muchanticipated news at the close of
the 1992-93 school year.
The human resources program, which is a joint venture
between the School of Business
and the Department of Behavioral Sciences, is now accredited by the Association of Collegiate Business Schools and
Programs (ACBSP). It is the first
undergraduate interdisciplinary
program in human resources to
be accredited in the state of Arkansas, and the accreditation
brings this major into company
with the majors of the School
of Business, all of which are
also accredited by the ACBSP.
"This accreditation adds significant credibility to the quality

and value of this major," said
George Oliver, manager of the
program.
Additionally, the National
Society for Human Resource
Management in Washington,
D.C., awarded the Superior
Merit Award to Harding's chapter of the society. "This
achievement is the highest
award possible in the profession of human resources, and
the officers and students who
participate in our Harding
chapter are solely responsible
for this achievement," Oliver
said.
Nearly 70 students at Harding now major in human resources. "These honors will
greatly impact the professionalism of these student's major as
well as their future careers,"
Oliver said.

Distinctive new Harding VISA card available
Alumni and friends of the
University are now able to
carry a Harding swing with
them wherever they go.
The swing comes in the
form of a distinctive design on
the Harding University VISA
card from First Tennessee
Bank. Harding and First Tennessee have joined together to
offer the card to the University's
various constituencies.
Each time a purchase is
made with a Harding VISA
card, First Tennessee makes a
financial contribution to the
school at no cost to the
cardholder. In 1992 alone, Harding received more than
$17,600 from First Tennessee.
More than 3,000 cards are already in use.
No annual fee is charged the
first year for a Harding VISA
card, and with an average
monthly balance of $500 or
more, the customary $18 annual fee will continue to be
waived. For Arkansas residents

the fee is waived only for the
first year.
First Tennessee's interest
rates are well below the national level. If cardholders
choose to pay their balances in
full each month, interest
charges can

be avoided altogether. Free convenience
checks allow cardholders to
transfer more expensive credit
card balances to the new Harding VISA card.
For more information about
Harding's VISA card, call the
Office of University Advancement at 1-800-477-4312.

Economics team
takes sixth place
in competition

Benson book
still available
The biography of
Dr. George S.
Benson, Before Any
Were Willing, is
available from the
Harding University
Bookstore. The
book was written in
1991 by Dr. John C.
Stevens, chancellor
emeritus of Abilene
Christian University,
just before
Benson's death.
Copies of the
$19.95 book may
be obtained by
writing the Harding
University Bookstore, Box 2266,
Searcy, AR 721490001.

Harding's Economics
Team won sixth place in
the International Students
in Free Enterprise (SIFE)
competition in Kansas City,
Mo., May 23-25. This year's
honor, combined with the
six national first-place trophies and six other firstrunner-up trophies won
previously, further established Harding's "capitalism
corps" as the winningest
economics team in the
country.
The team's entry, "Free
Enterprise- It Works
When We Do," elaborated
on more than 60 projects
and programs that were
presented to civic, professional and educational
groups in White County
throughout the last school
year. Judges for the competition were 100 chief executive officers of American businesses and industries.
Members of the team
were Clint Blair, co-captain
from West Liberty, Ky.;
Tracy Crouch, co-captain
from Judsonia, Ark.; Aaron
Haston from Salem, Mo.;
Sheri Benthall from Little
Rock, Ark.; Anessa Hobby
from Searcy; and Jonathan
Pace from Searcy. The
group's sponsor is Dr. Don
Diffine, professor of economics.
"The overall quality of
the teams was the toughest
we've ever faced. More
than 300 colleges started
the year-long competition,
and I can say that this team
was the strongest, hardest
working and most talented
I've seen in years," Diffine
said.
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Alumnus, U.S. diplomat Woodruff killed
The shooting death of a
U.S. diplomat Aug. 8 drew national attention to Searcy and
the Harding campus.
Career diplomat Freddie
Woodruff (BN69) was shot
while riding in a car near
Tbilisi, Georgia, the former Soviet republic. He had arrived in
Georgia in June and was
scheduled to return to the
United States later in August.
Woodruff, 45, was listed as a
foreign service officer employed by the State Department, but was later identified
as a CIA agent. R. James
Woolsey Jr., director of the
CIA, was in Moscow at the time
of the shooting for meetings
with Russian officials and went
to Tbilisi to retrieve the body.
The Harding alumnus was
riding in a car driven by Eldar
Gugusladze, the chief bodyguard for Eduard Shevardnadze, president of the former
Soviet republic. Woodruff was
reportedly training Shevardnadze's security forces as part
of a U.S. program to support
Shevardnadze in a civil war
struggle in Georgia.
A 22-year-old Georgia man

has been arrested in the shooting. Political motives for the
shooting have been ruled out,
as the man was apparently attempting to stop the car to steal
it. Woodruff was hit in the
head by a single bullet.
Woodruff was the son of Dr.
George Woodruff, a retired
professor of biology at Harding. His mother, Dorothy, was
also a retired employee of the
University, having worked in
the Office of University Relations. His three sisters, Cheri
Gardner and Jill Pulley of

Business supporter Belden dies in August
Delbert Ralph "Del" Belden,
former president and chief executive officer of Lomanco Inc.
of Jacksonville, Ark., died Aug.
9 in Las Vegas. He was 66.
Belden established the Clark
David Belden Center for Private
Enterprise Education on the
Harding campus in 1979. The
Center was named to honor
Belden's father, who had begun Lomanco in Minneapolis in
1946. Lomanco, which employs
175 workers, is one of the
world's leading manufacturers
of turbine vents, louvers and

Stevens Art Center namesake dead at 93
Mildred Taylor Stevens, a
long-time supporter of Harding,
died July 20 at her Macon, Ga.,
home at the age of 93.
Stevens was a graduate of
the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music, where she studied piano. She was a well-known
benefactor who donated her
time and money to numerous
charities and institutions in
Georgia and outside the state.
The art center built at Harding in 1969 is named in honor
of Stevens. The Mildred Taylor
Stevens Art Center was dedicated Nov. 8, 1971. The twostory, L-shaped structure contains
nearly 12,000 square feet and
was built at a cost of $200,000.
The center was the fifth
building completed in Harding's

J0
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Searcy and Georgia Alexander
of Russellville, Ark., are all
alumnae of Harding.
Woodruff's assignments had
taken him to Sudan, Ethiopia,
Thailand, Singapore, Pakistan,
India, Egypt, Jordan, Turkey,
Kazakhstan, Germany, Netherlands and France.
He is survived by his wife,
Meredith, who lives in Herndon,
Va., with the couple's three
children, and two children from
his first marriage. Memorial services for Woodruff were conducted in Washington, D.C.

"Decade of Development."
Among other contributions,
Stevens created the Billy and
Bobby Stevens Foundation at
The Medical College of Georgia
in Augusta. The foundation,
which funded medical research,
was named for her two sons,
who died as children.
In 1971 Stevens funded the
construction of a small museum
on the grounds of the American Camellia Society headquarters in Marshallville, Ga. She
filled the museum with a
$250,000 collection of Boehm
porcelains as a memorial to her
husband, children and parents.
Her husband, clay-products
manufacturing executive William Parks Stevens, died in the
late 1960s.

ventilators.
Through Del Belden's efforts
and contribution, a sales curriculum was developed at Harding, and now the School of
Business offers a degree in professional sales. He was also instrumental in the hiring of a
visiting professor of sales.
Belden was the recipient of
the University's Trustee Award
and was the first inductee into
the school's National Leadership Video Library. In 1979 he
was awarded an honorary doctor of laws degree from Harding.
Belden established "Always
Available," a program to help
people with alcohol problems,
and ''Jacksonville Care Channel," which provides food and
other assistance for the poor.
He was president of the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce
in 1979 and helped raise funds
to build the present chamber's
building in 1980. He was also a
member of the board of directors of the First National Bank
of Jacksonville.
He is survived by his wife,
Valerie Grayce; a daughter,
Penny; four sons, John, Dennis,
Paul and Ted; 14 grandchildren
and six great-grandchildren;
and a brother and two sisters.
Dr. Don Diffine, director of
the Belden Center, gave the eulogy at Belden's memorial service in Jacksonville Aug. 16.

r

Chorus plans 1994 European campaign
Although it's early fall, the
Harding Chorus is well on its
way to finalizing its summer
1994 tour and campaign, which
will take the group to Europe
for four weeks.
Scheduled for May 20-June
19, the tour will first take the
chorus to England, where they
will visit London and present
concerts in Cambridge and
Loughborough. Additional concerts will be held in Aberdeen
and Edinburgh, Scotland, and
in France, Belgium and Italy.
This will make the eighth
trip the chorus has made to Europe since 1979, and during
those years the group has
modified its campaign strategies. "We now concentrate almost entirely on presenting
concerts in situations that the
local churches arrange," said
Chorus Director Dr. Cliff Ganus
III, "and this has worked well
at drawing attention to a
church's activities, getting
neighbors and relatives involved in the church, attracting
media attention and putting
church leaders in contact with
leaders of the cities."
Traveling by chartered bus
throughout Europe, the 40-50
singers who make the trip find
the campaign very uplifting.
"It's as encouraging to them as
it is to the local Christians, and
it introduces our students to
mission work," Ganus said.
On the two most recent
tours, Ganus said that several
alumni accompanied them, and
he is hoping that will be the
case again next summer.
"We're open for any friends
and alumni to travel with us,
and we try to travel inexpensively," he said. The group usually stays in the homes of the
host congregations, which
keeps travel expenses to
around $1,600.
According to Ganus, a highlight from 1992's tour was a
concert in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, where the congrega-

tion there rented the Slovak
Philharmonic Hall for two concerts. Nearly 1,400 people attended the concerts, which
were followed by religious lectures.
"Most of those attending

picked up free Bibles and
signed up for Bible correspondence courses, and it was encouraging to know that we
played a part in helping that
church make so many contacts," Ganus said.

Fabulous Florence tour successful;
scheduled again during May 1994
The 19 travelers who returned from May's Hardingsponsored "Fabulous Florence"
tour of Renaissance Italy say
the tour lived up to its name and then some.
The complete tour package
was the first ever offered to
friends of Harding. Designed
for participants age 55 or older,
the tour cost included air travel,
accommodations, meals, concert tickets, entrance fees and
all tips during the 14-day experience.
"Several in the group asked
us, 'How can you provide all
this for so little money?'," said
Dr. Jeff Hopper, professor of
music and one of six Fabulous
Florence tour directors. He said
that all needs of the travelers,
most of whom were Harding
alumni, were met with the
tour's fee of about $3,000.
Accompanying Hopper as
tour directors were his wife,
Judy; Dr. Warren Casey, professor of music, and his wife,
Suzanne; Robert Shackelford,
associate dean of administrative
affairs on the Florence campus,
and his wife, Mona, assistant to
the dean on the Florence campus. The enthusiastic guides
gave introductory lectures for
concerts and museums, led social activities and shopping expeditions, and taught conversational Italian.
Tour guests stayed at the
villa "II Palazzaccio," the University-owned authentic landmark where Harding University
in Florence (HUF) stud~nts live
during their sessions abroad.

During their two-week stay, the
group traveled to such places
as Scandicci, Pisa and Milan,
and visited Pitti Palace; Boboli
Gardens; the Accademia Gallery, where Michelangelo's
"David" is displayed; the Uffizi
Museum; Ponte Vecchio; and
the tombs of Michelangelo,
Galileo, Rossini and
Machiavelli.
"The greatest thing about the
trip is the chance to meet the
people who go and, in just two
short weeks, to become deep
friends with them," Casey said.
"That sounds trite, but it's reality in this case. You're with
those people on the road, at
eating times, visiting - all the
time. Making friends with
people who have experienced
so much together. is, by far, the
best part of the trip."
Plans are now being made
for next year's Fabulous Florence tour, scheduled for May
5-19. The tentative schedule of
activities calls for visits to many
of the same points of interest
as this year's tour, but some
new sites have been added. An
excursion is planned to Rome,
where guests will see the Forum, Colosseum, Circus Maximus, St. Peter's Church, the
Vatican Museum and Sistine
Chapel.
To receive a brochure with
more information about the
Fabulous Florence tour, contact
Dr. Don Shackelford, dean of
international studies, Harding
University, Box 754, Searcy, AR
72149-0001; or call Mary Lou
Daughety at (501) 279-4529.

Tucker attends
workshop in
North Carolina
Dr. David Tucker
(business) attended
a workshop titled
"Managing the
School of Business," co-sponsored
by Georgia Southern University and
the Southern Business Administration
Association Aug. 23 in Asheville, N.C.
The workshop was
designed for faculty
development and
the recruiting and
retention of business students.
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Shultz CO·
authors article
with First Lady
Dr. Cathleen
Shultz (nursing) has
co-authored with
First Lady Hillary
Clinton an article
for the National
League of Nursing's
publication Nursing
and Health Care.
The article described the Clinton
Administration's
program aimed at
ensuring that every
child in America is
immunized. The article appeared in
the June issue.

Designer fmds musical set challenging
"This is the most difficult
show I've ever tried to build
sets for. It's definitely a challenge!"
So says Dr. Morris Ellis, professor of communication, about
this year's Homecoming musical, "Funny Girl." Ellis is scenic
designer for the production,
which will highlight Homecoming Weekend festivities

planned for Oct. 28-30.
"Funny Girl" is a large-scale
musical, featuring 15 different
set configurations and a large
cast of named characters with
identifiable speaking and singing roles. The numerous set
changes and cast entrances and
exits have presented a special
challenge for Ellis and his crew
this year.

Insight planned for November
High school students will
experience firsthand the sights
and sounds of Harding during
Insight '93 Nov. 12-13.
The annual event is exclusively for high school students
and usually attracts hundreds of
guests. During the weekend,
students may tour the campus,
visit classes and attend several
planned activities.
Scheduled events include
two performances by the music
group Acappella; a performance by Harding's Good
News Singers; a devotional by
the lily pool, and one featuring
the dramatic group Conquerors;
and a Saturday Bison football
game with Southern Arkansas
University.
Popular youth speaker
Randy Gill will be Insight's spe-

cial guest this year. Gill, a 1976
Harding graduate, is youth minister for the Malibu, Calif.,
Church of Christ and is associate professor of music and director of choral activities at
Pepperdine University. He has
spoken in the past at numerous
Harding events, including the
Bible Lectureship and UPLIFT
summer youth Bible camp.
Housing in campus dormitories will be provided for Insight
guests at no expense. Guests
may register upon arrival, and
housing will be assigned at that
time.
For a complete schedule of
events and times, contact the
Admissions Office, Harding
University, Box 2255, Searcy,
AR 72149-0001; or call toll free
1-800-477-4407.

Petitjean, Bison editors announced
Editors for the University's
yearbook and newspaper publications have been announced
by Kay Gowen, assistant professor of communication and
director of student publications.
Editor of the 1994 Petit jean
will be Scott Baine, a junior
graphic design major from
Tyronza, Ark. Baine worked on
the 1992 yearbook staff and
was a section editor on the
1993 yearbook. Baine was in
Searcy throughout the summer
working on the book's theme
and cover design.
Duane Barron, a junior
American studies major from
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Stuarts Draft, Va., has been
named editor of the weekly Bison. Barron will have a staff of
five editorial positions plus several students who work on the
paper through a journalism
practicum course.
Michael Bass, a junior biology major from Searcy, will
serve as head photographer for
the Petit jean, and serving as
business manager for the Bison
is Jeff Goodson, a junior public
relations major from Jackson,
Tenn.
All four key positions have
received significantly increased
scholarships this school year.

Ellis has played a key role in
the production of about 10
plays per year for the last 10
years, and he said this show
has demanded the most meticulous planning of all. He
even had to assemble a
wooden scale model of the set
configurations from the
audience's point of view before
he could begin engineering the
actual sets.
"In most shows I can find a
mood or visual style that works
for the whole production,
therefore calling for only a few
big-unit sets with minor
changes," he said. "That works
well because we try to eliminate as much waiting time as
possible for the audience during set transitions.
"This show, though, jumps
from scene to scene with little
continuity. You can't go for
more than three scenes without
a set change. It will be interesting to see how it all works together in the end!"
Auditions for "Funny Girl"
were held the last week of August, and cast meetings and rehearsals began immediately. Although the musical calls for a
large cast, there is only one
lead role: Fanny Brice, played
by junior music education major Jessica Pel!. It will be the
first lead performance in a major Harding production for Pell,
who transferred last year from
Michigan Christian College.
"Jessica's extremely talented,
and she's a great joy to work
with," Ellis said. "I think the talent we've got among these students will certainly make the
show a memorable one!"
"Funny Girl" will run for two
performances during Homecoming Weekend, Friday at
8:15p.m. and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. Di~ecting is Robin Miller,
associate professor of communication. For more information
contact the Department of
Communication at (501) 2794445.

TNT celebrates 60th anniversary
TNT, the second oldest
men's social club at Harding,
celebrated the 60th anniversary
of its founding at the club's annual spring banquet, held in
Little Rock at the close of the
'93 spring semester.
TNT was organized in the
fall of 1933, when Harding was
still located in Morrilton, Ark.
The four charter members were
Walden Gardner, Gus Meuli,
John Stewart and Carroll Trent.
These founding members chose
the initials TNT to stand for
trustworthiness, noble ideas
and tact. By the end of that initial year, there were 15 members. The club now maintains a
yearly membership of almost
100 students.
Dr. R.R. Coons, former chairman of Harding's Physical Sciences Department, was the first
sponsor of the club. He served
in that position for four years
until he left Harding to help
start Pepperdine College.

At the April 3 spring banquet, the club had special
guests from its early years.
Among them were Trent, now
editor of the Arkansas Christitm He1·a/d in Morrilton, and
his brother Glen, who was one
of the flr t members inducted.
"It's rather unusual that two
brothers who were members in
.1933 could attend the annual
club banquet almost 60 years
later," said the elder Trent.
Carroll Trent went on to become club president its first
year on the Searcy campus.
Speaking at the banquet, he recounted some of the club's history, citing names of former
members and telling anecdotes

Diffine named
Walton Fellow
Dr. Don Diffine
(business) was
named a Samuel
Moore Walton Free
Enterprise Fellow
by the Wal-Mart
Foundation at the
International Exposition on Students
in Free Enterprise
in Kansas City, Mo.,
May 23-25. He was
cited in part for his
academic entrepreneurship through a
series of annual
monographs, which
have been republished by numerous
organizations
around the country.

AWH begins Brick-by-Brick Campaign
Associated Women for
Harding has begun phase one
of its unique Brick-by-Brick
Campaign to continue the
organization's tradition of providing scholarships.

UPLIFT draws record attendance
UPLIFT '93, Harding's
lOth annual week-long Bible
camp for young people,
drew a record capacity attendance this year, prompting an expansion of the program for 1994.
Dr. Allan Isom, professor
of Bible and UPLIFT director, reported that 1,843 junior- and senior-high campers
attended the event June 2025, and more than 2,000 attended the nightly lectures
and music presentations. Resulting from the week's activities were more than 50
baptisms and 250 prayer responses.
Because of this year's capacity crowd, the 1994 program will be expanded to
two one-week sessions. Session 1 is June 18-23, and
Session 2 is June 25-30.
"UPLIFT exists for the

from the early years.
Others at the banquet included Dr. and Mrs. Mark
White and Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Stamatis. White, a 1983 TNT
alumnus, and Stamatis, a 1980
club alumnus, are now sponsors for the club. Also present
was Dr. William Hollaway, professor of music, who was a
former club sponsor for 20 years.
Hollaway provided part of
the banquet entertainment in
the form of a comic opera titled
"Oh, Pledge," which he wrote
for the club in 1975. The opera
was performed again this year
for entertainment with 1977
TNT alumnus Doug Langston
playing the part of the pledge.
He also played the part in the
original 1975 presentation.

purpose of developing spirituality in young people,"
Isom said. "Focusing individually on those young
people with a qualified staff
and then developing a rich
camaraderie in the camp are
our two great goals. I believe the two smaller sessions will help us achieve
these goals by serving our
students in a more individual
way."
UPLIFT '93 featured entertainment by hypnotist Gil
Eagles, musical presentations
by Acappella, and a series of
encounter classes focusing
on teamwork, biblical principles and morals. For more
information about next
year's UPLIFT program, contact Isom at Harding University, Box 2280, Searcy, AR
72149-0001; or call (501)
279-4289.

AWH is offering for sale
3,000 personalized commemorative bricks, which will be installed in the plaza in front of
the Jim Bill Mclnteer Bible and
World Missions Center. Funds
raised from the sale of the
bricks will be used to provide
scholarships for students.
Each brick will cost $100
and will have a maximum message area of two lines with 14
characters per line. Multi-brick
orders will receive discounts.
AWH members will be contacting alumni, parents and
friends of the University, asking
them to buy a brick that will
have a permanent place in
Harding's history while helping
provide scholarship assistance.
Those interested in participating in the project should
contact AWH by writing Brickby-Brick, Harding University,
Box 2238, Searcy, AR 721490001.
The construction of the
Mclnteer Center will cost $6
million. When completed, the
63,000-square-foot facility will
be the largest classroom building on campus. The building
will open for use in August
1994, and the plaza will be
constructed at that time.
HARDING · Fat/1993
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ATHLETICS
Olree chosen
Administrator
of the Year
Dr. Harry Olree,
athletic director,
was selected as
NAJA District 17
Administrator of the
Year in July. He has
been a member of
the faculty since
1957.
During his tenure,
Olree has served
on the district's executive committee
and served two
terms as committee
chairman . He also
has served on NAJA
national committees
and National Sports
Medicine committees.

Three receive
coaching honors
Three Harding
coaches received
NAJA District 17
and AIC Coach of
the Year honors for
their efforts during
the 1992-93 school
year.
David Elliott
(men's and women's tennis), Bryan
Phillips (men's
track) and Ted
Lloyd (women's
cross country) were
selected by their
peers for the
awards. Each of
their teams won
conference championships.
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Woodson, Williams take AIC academic/athletic titles
Harding student athletes
swept the top academic/athletic
honors in the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference for the
1992-93 school year.
Lori Woodson, a member of
both the cross country and
track teams,
was named the
DowningSwift-Wallace
scholar-athlete.
The award is
presented to
the AIC's senior female athlete who has
achieved the highest grade
point average and who has
earned at least two athletic letters.
An accounting major from
Ardmore, Okla., Woodson
graduated in May with a 4.0
grade point average. She was
an All-AIC performer in track in
1991 and helped the Lady
Bisons win conference champi-

onships in both track and cross
country.
Woodson was named to the
dean's list each semester, and
was chosen to receive the Senior Accounting Award from
the School of Business.
Morris Williams, a four-year
letterman in basketball, was
named the Cliff Shaw scholarathlete with a 3.58 grade point
average in prelaw. He also
graduated in
May and has
been accepted
at Vanderbilt
University Law
School.
He was a three-year starter
for the Bisons and was an AllAIC and NAIA All-District 17
honorable mention selection
his final two years.
Williams' other awards include GTE District VI Academic
All-American in 1992 and 1993

Veterans Bassham, Deuel and johnson
lead young Lady Bison volleyball team
A trio of veteran players are
leading the Lady Bison volleyball team as it challenges for a
conference championship in
1993.
Senior Kathleen Bassham,
junior Amy Deuel and junior
Angela Johnson are providing
the leadership for the young
squad. Deuel is a two-year
starter and an all-conference
and all-district performer.
Bassham is a two-year starter,
and Johnson started last year as
the team's setter and play
maker.
Four sophomores, Regina
Huddleston, Marcy Winters,
Tove Sporsheim and Casey
Wolfe, returned from last year's
squad hoping to nail down
starting positions. Also vying
for positions are seniors Robin
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King Heasley and Larrie Maples.
Both Heasley and Maples
are returning to the team following knee surgery. Heasley
played in 1992 as a starter, but
Maples missed the entire season because of corrective surgery and rehabilitation.
Three talented newcomers
add strength to the team.
Wendy Rucker, a transfer from
Three Rivers Community College; Sheila Burns, a 6-1 middle
player from A,rlington, Texas;
and Shannon'"Massey, a 5-9
standout from Columbia Christian, add depth to the squad.
The Lady Bisons entered the
season as one of the favorites
to capture another AIC championship. The team is trying to
take its fourth crown in five
years.

and the NAIA All-American
Scholar-Athlete Award in 1993.
The North Little Rock, Ark., native also received the M.E.
Berryhill Award as Harding's
top senior male athlete.

Cross country
teams seek
conference wins
Harding's cross country teams are looking to
November with two very
specific goals. The Lady
Bisons are seeking their
eighth consecutive conference crown, while the
men's team has set its
sights on dethroning the
Ouachita Baptist University Tigers.
The women's team returns intact from the 1992
season. Senior Shauna
Queen is seeking her
third consecutive individual championship, a
feat that has not been accomplished in the 10-year
history of women's competition in the Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference.
Joining Queen are AllArC runners Ketty Jensen,
Edna Duran, Keri
Hutchison and Mandy
Crider, plus a talented
group of freshmen.
The men's team looks
to rebound from a disappointing season in 1992.
The team is led by seniors
Damon Work (Ali-AIC)
and Dave Hutson.
Also on the young
squad are three sophomores and three freshmen. The conference
championship races will
be held Nov. 4 at Southern Arkansas University.

lt993-94 Basketball Schedules
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Bison Basketball

Gridders lose, then win ftrst game
The Harding Bisons opened the 1993 gridiron season with a loss and a win - all in the same game.
On August 25 the Bisons began their 10-game schedule by
participating in the Arkansas
Classic at Little Rock's War Memorial Stadium. The opponent
was the University of ArkansasPine Bluff.
Harding jumped out to an
early first quarter lead of 14-0
only to fall victim to the
Golden Lions' punishing
ground attack, losing 32-22.
Two days later UAPB forfeited the game because 10
Golden Lions players had been
found to be ineligible for the
contest. Ten other players had
been held out of the game by
UAPB because of questions
about their eligibility.
The UAPB team was returning to the gridiron after a twoyear absence for NAIA rules
violations under a former head
coach. The school had received
the "death penalty," banning it
from participation in football.
After a week off, the Bisons
continued their schedule,
which included games with five
opponents ranked in the
NAIA's top 15 nationally and

two strong NCAA Division II
teams. Scores from other games
were unavailable when this
publication went to press.
Oppone nts ranked in the
NAIA w ere East Central Oklahoma (4th), University of Arkansas-Monticello (6th), Northeastern Oklahoma (7th), Southwestern Oklahoma (9th) and
Arkansas Tech (14th). On the
road the Bisons faced NCAA
Division II foes Delta State and
West Georgia College, both
members of the Gulf South
Conference.
The Bisons have 40 returning lettermen with 18 of the 22
starting positions filled by experienced players. The squad
includes 12 seniors, 11 juniors,
21 sophomores and 27 red-shirt
freshmen.
The defense is anchored by
three NAIA All-Americansdefensive end Paul Simmons
(6-2, 200), free safety Jon
Newby (6-3, 197) and linebacker Eric Howell (5-10, 200).
Team captains are Newby,
Howell, Kyle Citty and Eric Peters.

Nov. 15
Philander Smith College
8 p.m.
TBA
Nov. 18-20 Evangel Tournament
Nov. 26-27 Missouri Southern Classic
TEA
Nov. 30 Williams Baptist
7:45p.m.
Dec. 2
Philander Smith College
7:45 p.m.
Dec. 4
Univ. of Arkansas-Pine Bluff
8 p .m.
Dec. 10-11 Univ. of Central Arkansas Classic TEA
Jan. 10
Univ. of Arkansas-Pine Bluff 7:45 p.m.
Jan. 13
"Univ. of Arkansas-Monticello 7:45 p.m.
Jan. 17
*Arkansas Tech University
7:45p.m.
Jan. 20
*University of the Ozarks
7:45 p.m.
Jan.. 22
*John Brown University
7:45 p.m.
Jan. 24
Univ. of Central Arkansas
7:45 p.m.
Jan. 27
•ouachita Baptist University
7:45p.m.
Jan. 29
Williams Baptist
8 p.m.
Jan. 31
•Arkansas College
7:45 p.m.
Feb. 3
•southern Arkansas University 7:45 p.m.
*Univ. of Arkansas-Monticello
7:45 p.m.
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
*Arkansas Tech University
7:45p.m.
Feb. 14
"University of the Ozarks
7:45p.m.
Feb. 17
*John Brown University
7 p.m.
Feb. 21
*Ouachita Baptist University 7 p.m.
Feb. 24
*Arkansas College
7 p.m.
Feb. 28
•southern Arkansas Univ.
7 p.m.

Lady Bison Basketball
Nov. 15
Philander Smith College
6 p.m.
Nov. 16 Union University
6 p.m.
Nov. 19-20 Evangel Tournament
TEA
Nov. 26 Freed-Hardeman University 8 p.m.
Nov. 27 Southeastern Oklahoma
3 p.m.
Nov. 30 Williams Baptist
5:45 p.m.
Dec. 2
Philander Smith College
5:45 p.m.
Dec. 4
Univ. of Arkansas-Pine Bluff
6 p.m.
Dec. 9
Arkansas State University
7 p.m.
University of Missouri-Rolla
5:45 p.m.
Dec. 11
Dec. 17 Central Arkansas University 6 p.m.
Jan. 4
Concordia (Christ College-Irvine)5:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
Jan. 6
Calif. State-San Bernardino
Jan. 8
University of Calif.-San Diego
2 p.m.
Jan. 10
Univ. of Arkansas-Pine Bluff 5:45 p.m.
Jan. 13
"Univ. of Arkansas-Monticello 5:45 p.m.
Jan. 17
*Arkansas Tech University
5:45p.m.
Jan. 20
•university of the Ozarks
5:45 p.m.
Jan. 22
*John Brown University
5:45 p.m.
Jan. 27
•ouachita Baptist University
5:45p.m.
Jan. 29
Williams Baptist
6 p.m.
Jan. 31
*Arkansas College
5:45p.m.
Feb. 3
•southern Arkansas University 5:45 p.m.
*Univ. of Arkansas-Monticello
5:45 p.m.
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
*Arkansas Tech University
5:45p.m.
Feb. 14
"University of the Ozarks
5:45 p.m.
Feb. 17
*John Brown University
5:45 p.m.
Feb. 21
*Ouachita Baptist University 5:45 p.m.
Feb. 24
*Arkansas College
5:45p.m.
Feb. 28
*Southern Arkansas Univ.
5:45 p.m.

Home games in bold
• Conference games
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WORLDWIDE
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or the past year and a half, facuJry members
and student have been di covering the
benefit of a new data communications network that provides in tan,taneou acce s to
unJimited sources of information worldwide.
The system is called ARKnet, and it links 21 Arkansas educational institutions to international databases
and supercomputers. It is one of only 10 statewide
networks in the United States, and its use of advanced telecommunications technology from Southwestern Bell and powerful computing systems make
it among the most sophisticated of its kind.
According to Dr. Steve Baber, professor of computer science, it has proven very popular among Harding students. "If I need to see a student for some
reason, I've found that the quickest and most effective way of getting them to my office is not to use
campus mail or the telephone, but to shut off their
account to the ARKnet. They'll be in my office in no
time!" Baber said.
Baber said that student requests for ARKnet accounts have increased dramatically as word spreads
about the system's benefits. He said that it does not
attract only computer or business-oriented majors, but
that users represent a cross-section of all majors.
"You could take almost any afternoon when school is
in session and find more than 15 people of different
majors using the computer lab," Baber said.
He said that students have established electronic
friendships around the world. Electronic mail, referred to as "E-mail," has become a very popular service that many students are using. "We have an international student from Guatemala who regularly sends
E-mail to her father back home," Baber said, "and it's
free ." E-mail is also used by Harding when communicating with its campus in Florence, Italy, or even in
conversing with sister institutions.
Faculty members linked to ARKnet have found the
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system to be useful in research or in finding valuable
information in their areas of expertise. "Even if faculty
members aren't performing research, they can subscribe to electronic discussion groups on topics that
affect their areas of work," said Baber.
ARKnet allows faculty members on-line connections between its computers and NASA computers at
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala. Physical Science faculty at Harding have joined with colleagues at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock
and at Arkansas State University-Jonesboro to participate in NASA's Joint Venture OOVE) program, and
ARKnet expands their capabilities by allowing instant
communications with other scientists and engineers.
ARKnet is still not a campus-wide network, which
means that some faculty members cannot establish a
direct link to the system from their offices. Those
finding themselves in this situation must set up an account in the computer laboratory as students do.
Similarly, the entire staff is not linked either. "But
the library staff and the Registrar's Office staff use it
extensively," Baber said. Completing the network to
make it directly available to all faculty and staff is part
of Harding's new five-year plan.
rh r use of me ARKnet are unlimited . Users can acce s li brary card catalogs all
over the world and receive data uch as
atellite photograph and updated
weather radar, and supercomputers can be accessed
through the National Center for Supercomputer Access. "There's probably over a thousand subject areas," Baber said. He said users can even receive
White House legal briefings and can send E-mail to
President Clinton or Vice President Gore, who both
have accounts to receive such mail.
Electronic discussion groups are available on subjects ranging from addictions to yachting, and a news
program is available for users to subscribe to any

0

On-line Search. During a recent workshop on campus, Dr. Don
England learns from Bob Zuzac of the Science and Technical Network
(STN) how to search chemical abstracts using ARKnet.

area of news that might interest them. It rna y be hard
to believe, but there's even a news group for the latest Elvis sightings!
aber related a personal experience to
prove how beneficial the ARKnet system
can be. He was recently asked to speak at
a conference for college admissions and
registrar staff members. "I knew nothing about their
area and didn't know what I was going to speak
about, so I just subscribed to an electronic group discussion and made a few notes of what I saw coming
across the screen," he said.
At the conference Baber took the podium and
started making comments, asking the audience questions about some of the things he had made in his
notes, one of which was a new law that directly affected them. "They knew nothing of what I was talking about because they had not heard the news or
the fact that the law had been implemented. The system taught me more than I needed to know in just
the three days that I subscribed, and I was way ahead
of these individuals," Baber said with a smile.
Baber has even made the ARKnet system available
to Harding alumni. Thanks to his efforts, alumni who
have access to electronic mail may now subscribe to
a special mailing list created to facilitate communications between alumni and the University. It serves as
a worldwide electronic discussion forum dedicated to
Harding alumni.
Information can be obtained about upcoming Harding events, other alumni and their jobs and children,

B

and about the University, faculty and administration.
Information sent to the Harding mailing list address is
sent worldwide to all others that also subscribe to the
same service. Harding's electronic address is
ALUMNI®ACS.HARDING .EDU.
As uses for the ARKnet at Harding continue to
grow, Baber said the same situation is true on anational level. He said that the national network is
growing at a rate of 15 percent compounded
monthly. "That's like bacteria gone wild," he said.
The two main reasons for this growth include
commercial entities like IBM and other companies
who are using the national system and, second, the
increased usage among the general public.
"There will continue to be more and more public
usage as students with Harding accounts graduate
and set up accounts elsewhere. They find they can't
live without it and don't wish to cease communications with contacts they've established with their
electronic discussion groups," Baber said.
Harding's cost to establish and maintain access for
students who desire it is relatively inexpensive. There
is no cost to any student for the access. "Actually,
when you consider what you're doing and how far
you can send something instantaneously, it's very
cheap," said Baber.
So, whether a faculty member, staff member or a
student needs the ARKnet for legitimate research and
communications, or if they're just curious to know
the latest Elvis sighting, the ARKnet system is the
source for their answer in an instant. lB1
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Talented high school juniors experience Harding's first

HONO~~ ~YM~O~

UM

Take Note. Ruth Sellers
writes down information
during a lecture by Dr.
Larry Long.

Fresh Coat. Dauna Frye,
Brad Whorton, Marc
Childress (on ladders),
and Greg Brown scrape
and paint a home as the
group's service project.

Quartet. Artistic abilities
were evident among the
Honors Symposium
students during their
talent show.

Skinned. Micalynn
Parker, Laura McNutt,
La Rae Crawford and
Scott Schwriger examine
a snakeskin as Dr. Mike
Plummer continues his
demonstration.

BY PHILLIP TUCKER • PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF MONTGOMERY

arding offered for the first time this past summer an opportunity for talented young people to experience the campus in a unique way. The
new program is Harding's Honors Symposium, an experience designed
to simulate an entire semester at Harding in just 18 days. Three hours
of college credit are earned by program participants, all of whom are
high school students who have completed their junior year.
Honors Symposium Director Dr. Jeff Hopper said this summer's pilot run was
such a great success that the University's administration has already announced
that the program will again be offered next July. This year's 42 students came
from 24 states- as far away as New Jersey and Alaska- and experienced a
variety of activities together.

Calculating Chemists.
Brad Whorton and Mark
Farrar put classroom
knowledge to use while
performing a lab
experiment.

During the session, students attended classes tailored for them and taught by
Dr. Ray Muncy, Dr. Larry Long, Dr. Don England, Dr. Lambert Murray, Dr. Mike
Plummer, Dr. David Tucker, Jan Fortner and Dr. Hopper. Outside the classroom
the students painted the home of a single mother as a service project, enjoyed
recreational fun including a float trip and lock-in, toured the historic Napoleon
exhibit at Cook Convention Center in Memphis, visited a Russellville power
plant, and studied the artistic qualities of a film.
The Honors Symposium is open to outstanding high school juniors. For more
information about the program and applying for participation, contact Dr. Jeff
Hopper, Harding University, Box 838, Searcy, AR 72149-0001. Ill!
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CONNECTIONS
'42

Ernie Salners (BS) and
his wife, the former Jean
Overton ('44), spent their 50th
wedding anniversary in Europe. They spent the day of
their anniversary, May 16, in
Switzerland, which is the land
of Ernie's roots. (9077-E S.W.
82nd Terrace, Ocala, FL 344819234)

'44

Robert Martin (BA)
and his wife, the former Opaline Turner (BA'41) have
been recognized for their many
years of service to the Oxford,
Ohio, Meals on Wheels program. Opaline, who was a
schoolteacher for 40 years before retiring and moving to Oxford, has been presented with
the Citizen of the Year Award.
(205 Oakhill Dr., Oxford, OH
45056)

'49

Joseph C. Lemmons
(BA) is an evangelist with the
Idaho Springs Church of Christ.
He is married to the former
Lois Hemingway (BS'47).
(2035 Virginia St., #2, Idaho
Springs, CO 80452)

'50

Bill Brumley (BA) was
one of five men inducted into
the Mississippi Coaches Hall of
Fame in July. A coach for 12
years, Brumley's 30 years as an
official for high school athletics
earned him the honor. (705
19th Ave. N. , Columbus, MS
39701)

'52

Ann Slaughter
Andrews retired Jan. 31 from
her position as principal of
North Sumter Primary School.
In 1991 she was named Administrator of the Year. (3615
CR 216, Oxford, FL 34484)

'6 3

Curtis Anderson (BA)
is elementary principal at
White County Central Public
Schools. His wife, Carolyn
(BBA'80), is secretary to the
dean of the School of Education at Harding. (19 Cloverdale,
Searcy, AR 72143)

'66

Glenda Yates Hodnett
is a kindergarten teacher. ( 4117
N. 32, Ft. Smith, AR 72904)

'71

David B. Myers
(BA,MA'73) serves as minister
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Q
for the Southgate Church of
Christ, Heath, Ohio. He and his
wife, Linda, have four children:
Derek, Andrea, Brett and Melissa. (1077 S. 30th, Heath, OH
43056)

'7 5

Tim (BA) and Sonya
Edens (BA) Bixler were chosen by the Greenville, Miss. ,
Chamber of Commerce as
"Delta Points of Pride" for their
dedication to the city's community theater. Tim and Sonya
have two sons, Jay and Justin.
(196 Clover Circle, Greenville,
MS 38701)
Mauri Basille Blanding (BA)
is director of the evening stress
program at St. Joseph Health
Center and has her own private psychotherapy practice.
(631 Presswick Lane, St.
Charles, MO 63303)
Randy Hogan (BA) is managing editor of Daily World Publishing Co. and serves as a deacon for the Springdale Road
Church of Christ. He is married
to the former Joyce Free
(BA'80), who teaches third
grade in the public schools.
They serve on a committee that
helps "Stephens Scholars" attend Harding. The couple has
two children, Christina and
Cameron. (614 Seminole, West
Helena, AR 72390)
Robert Bush (BA) has accepted a position as the branch
manager for Lindsey Morden
Claim Services Inc. in
Fayetteville, Ark. (2301B Pin
Oak St., Springdale, AR 72762)

'76

Rick Hendricks (BA) is
employed with St. John Medical Center as supervisor of
Mental Health Marketing. He
and his wife, the former Janice
Harms ('80), have two children, Robert and Mary. (4184
S. Troost Place, Tulsa, OK
74105)
Keith Shepherd (BA,MAR'80)
serves as minister for the
church of Christ, Chandler,
Ariz. He is married to the
former Karen Shaw (BA'75),
and they have four children:
Stephanie, Warren Jr., Joshua

and Mindy. (71~ W. Detroit,
Chandler, AZ 85224)

Doug Cave (BA) is employed
with Harding University; his
wife, the former Debra Beck
(J3SN'79), is a nurse at White
County Memorial Hospital
Home Health. They have two
children, Aaron and Gloria.
(355 Midge Langley Road, Romance, AR 72136)
Charles Ganus (BA,MEd'78) is
employed with Murphy Oil in
marketing. He is married to the
former Patty Sapio (BSN'79),
and they have two children,
Ashley and Kevin. (4311 Peabody Lane, Duluth, MN 55804)
Eldon Brown (BA) is chief engineer with WRLH-TV 35, Richmond, Va. He is a deacon at
the Hermitage Road Church,
where his wife, the former
Beth Garner (BA'79), writes
curriculum and teaches the 2year-olds . She also homeschools her children and provides home care for elderly
neighbors. Their children are
Amy and Barbara. (8209 Bowers Lane, Richmond, VA 23227)
Robert D. Pitchford (BA)
works for Illinois Power Co.
He is married to the former
Nell Skinner ('80) . (921 S.
Broadway, Havana, IL 62644)

'77

Dave Boivie (BA)
preaches part time for a small
congregation and works full
time for a computer printer
company. His wife, the former
Pam Hinman (BA), works as
a full-time aide at Hutton Elementary School, where she is
also the volunteer coordinator.
They have two sons, Drew, 10,
and Blair, 7, and would love to
hear from any past Knights and
Phi Delta members. (603 E. 25th
Ave., Spokane, ~A 99203-2419)
Connie Walters Barker (BA)
is a contract worker for Christian Homes of Abilene. She
and her husband, James, have
three children: John, Vincent
and Anna. (22415 Indian Ridge,
Katy, TX 77450)
Benny Bittle (BA) serves as
minister for River City Ministry,

an inner-city church in North
Little Rock, Ark He is married
to the former Cindy Rodman
('79), and they have four children: Jenny, Caleb, Daniel and
Katy. (6 Martin Dr., North Little
Rock, AR 72118)

Brant Bryan (BS) is senior
vice president of The Staubach
Co. He is married to the former
Melita Dopps ('79), and they
have four children: Brooke,
Jonathan, Lauren and Meredith.
(6436 Stonehaven, Dallas, TX
75240)

'78

Chuck Bronson (BA) is
ending four and one-half years
in child protective services in
Massachusetts to begin a
double duty tour in Romania
as a social worker among multiply handicapped orphans and
as a vocational missionary in
association with other Christians working in Romania.
(Church of Christ, 344 Cambridge St., Burlington, MA
01803)
Rodney Dollins (BA) is principal of Lake Road Elementary
School, Poplar Bluff, Mo. He is
married to the former Susan
Rector (BA'79), who is supervisor of accounting for Ozark
Border Electric Cooperative.
They have two children, Jordan
and Brette Whitney. (Route 10,
Box 704, Poplar Bluff, MO
63901)
Phil Hoggard (BS) is a development officer for Harding
University. He is married to the
former Judy Coker (BS'79),
who teaches at the Academy.
They have two children, Jeff
and Joel. (100 Post Oak Dr. ,
Searcy, AR 72143)
Cedric W. Byrd (BA) works
for United Parcel Service arid is
married to the former Phyllis
Waller (BS'79), who is employed with the public school
system. The couple has two
children, Chelsa and Cedric
Chandler. (8 Lenwood Court,
North Little Rock, AR 72118)
Billy D. Thomas (BA) is employed with Arkansas Power
and Light Co. His wife, the

former Sharon Gathright
(BA'79), is a dental hygienist.
(54 Carol Lane, Batesville, AR
72501)

Timothy A. Swain (BA) received his master's of social
work degree from Indiana University in May. He has assumed
duties as a child and adolescent therapist with Wabash
Valley Hospital in Lafayette,
Ind. His wife, Lauran, is an assistant librarian for the Thorntown Public Library. (6809 W.
700 S., Colfax, IN 46035)

'79

Johnnie Hamaker
Weaver is elementary principal
at Dumas, Ark., Public School.
She and her husband, Gary,
have two children, Lea Ann
and Allison Blair. (125 E.
Choctaw, Dumas, AR 71639)
Judy Chism Nellis (BA) is
educational coordinator and
caseworker for Southern Christian Home, Morrilton, Ark., and
she is very active in several
community organizations. She
and her husband, David, have
a son, Vemie George. (Route
1, Box 216A, PlumeiVille, AR
72127)
Robyn Blackmore Brown received the bachelor's degree in
education May 15 from Eastern
Illinois University. (1102 Monroe, Charleston, IL 61920)
Howard "Bud" Rimer Jr.
(BA) is employed with Colonial
Penn Insurance Co. as data/
telecommunications technician,
Phoenix. He is married to the
former Beverly Jo Linder
('75), and they have three chi!dren: Bethany, Becky and Brittany. (7540 E. Glencove Circle,
Mesa, AZ 85207)
Michael Lawrence Case
(BA,MTh'83) is an assistant
professor at York College. I{e
is involved with Hospice Caring Inc. , where he has seiVed
as chaplain and member of the
board. He is married to the
former Mary Ann Welborn
(BA'77), and they have three
children: John, Matthew and
Michael. (818 Iowa Ave., York,
NE 68467-2524)

Tamela Isaacs McKinnon
(BSW) is a family seiVice
worker with the Department of
Human SeiVices, Division of
Children and Family SeiVices,
El Dorado, Ark. She and her
husband, Jeff, have two chi!dren, Laurel and Andrew. (P.O.
Box 369, Norphlet, AR 71759)
Steve Stenzel (BS) and his
wife, the former Bonnie
Richardson (BA'76), are missionaries in Belgium. They
have three children: Zachary,
Rebekah and Ryan. (Kleine
Bruanestraat 21, 8800
Roeselare, Belgium)
Annette Pitoey Russell (AA)
is a homemaker who sells
Avon. She and her husband,
Steven, have three children:
Shawn, Kelly and Jennifer. (335
E. Broad St., Newton Falls, OH
44444)
Gary Lowrey (BS) works for
Color Strip Inc. as manager of
computer graphics, Dallas. He
and his wife, the former
Cheryl Browning (BA), have
three children: Jennifer, Julie
and )ana. (6733 Mesa Dr. , North
Richland Hills, TX 76180)

Nancy Huett Moody (BS) is
senior high home economics
teacher for Pocahontas Public
Schools. She and her husband,
Stephen, have two children,
Audra and Alexa. (P.O. Box
607, Pocahontas, AR 72455)
Steve Shock (BS) is football
coach at Vilonia, Ark., High
School. His wife, the former
Sue Gordon ('82), is an insurance agent. The couple has
two children, Caleb and Sara.
(1163 S. County Line Road,
Vilonia, AR 72173)
Claire Kidd Tomlinson (BSN)
is a part-time nurse at Van
Buren County Memorial Hospital. She and her husband, Billy,
have three children: Joshua,
Adam and Andrea. (P.O . Box
578, Clinton, AR 72031)
Karen A. Davis (BA) is a
graphic designer and typographer at Robert]. Young Printing Inc. (1311 Mars Dr., Nashville, TN 37217)

Margaret Lynn Wilburn (AA)
is owner of Play It Again
Sports. (5354-B Mountain View
Road, Antioch, TN 37013)
Mitch Rush (BS) has his own
business, Rush Data Processing
Inc. He is married to the
former Peggy Blair, and they
have two children, Amanda
and Miles. (736 E. Devon St.,
Independence, MO 64055)
Ginger Spaulding Rogers
(BA) substitute teaches in the
public school system. She also
tutors and gives piano lessons,
takes a sign language class,
and teaches a children's Bible
class and home Bible studies.
She and her husband, Tom,
have three children: Jay,
Leeanna and Suzanna. (P.O.
Box 338, Elnora, IN 47529)
Bruce A. Nunnally (BS) is
manager of Riggs, Storey,
Fulmer & Co. He is married to
the former Robin Roberts
('80), and they have two chi!dren, Melissa and Jessica. (762
Benning Dr., Destin, FL 32541)
Sherry Frederick Adams
(BA) is employed with Cass
Clay Creamery as lab technician and branch manager. She
and her husband, Dean, have
two children, Melinda and
Steven. (Box 1814, Dickinson,
ND 58601)
Denita Hall (BA) is program
director of emotionally disturbed adolescents for
Maryville, Tenn., City Schools,
as well as system coordinator
for Very Special Arts. She is involved in a federal grant
project for educational advancement of abused/ neglected adolescents. Denita has
a son, Colin. (316 S. 4th St.,
Maryville, TN 37804)
Rick L. Pratt (BA) teaches at
RiveiView Public Schools. He
and his wife, the former Susan
Skipper (BA'82,MEd'84), have
two children, Amanda and
Colin. (15 Choctaw, Searcy, AR
72143)
Don Nowlin Jr. (BA) is an insurance agent with State Farm
Insurance . He is president of

the Chamber of Commerce, a
member of the Lions Club, and
has been on mission trips to
Guyana and Kiev. He and his
wife, the former Harold Ann
Morris (BS), have three chi!dren: Luke, Drew and Ben.
(1531 Bellemeade Dr.,
Mayfield, KY 42066)

Doug Fish (BS) is with the
Little Rock Area Parole Office.
His wife, )o Ann, is employed
with the University of Arkansas
Cooperative Extension SeiVice.
(18 Northaven Place,
Sherwood, AR 72120)
Terry M. Lee (BA) is employed with Cincinnati Bell Information Systems, Fairfax, Va .
He and his wife, Truda, have
two children, Michelle and
Jared. (2400 Providence Creek
Road, Richmond, VA 23236)
Kay Armstrong Rolen (BSE)
is a homemaker. She and her
husband, Steven, have three
children: Micaela, Jessica and
Daniel. (10635 College, Kansas
City, MO 64137)
Tom Menges (CCP) seiVes as
minister for the church of
Christ in Norwood, Ohio. He
and his wife, Mary, have three
children: Stephani, Karen and
Mark. (2663 Cypress Way,
Norwood, OH 45212)
Lester "Buddy" Mills (BA)
seiVes as youth minister for the
Montgomery Boulevard Church
in Albuquerque, N.M. He is on
the board of Wilderness Trek
Christian Camp and the Nationa! Conference on Youth
Ministries. He and his wife,
Terry, have three children:
Timothy, Jon and Sara. (4604
Oahu N.E., Albuquerque, NM
87111)
Patsy Knowles Haffener (BA)
is office manager of Haffener
Paint and Decorating. She and
her husband, Gregg, have two
children, Roderick and Ahren.
(2801 Nixs Peak, Manhattan,
KS 66502)
Ellen Tucker Stubblefield is
an elementary teache10 in the
public school system. She and
her husband, Locksley, have
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two children, Royce II and
Madison. (1513 Shades Crest
Road, Hoover, AL 35226)
Steven "Woody" Woodhouse
(BA) is minister for the
Centerline Church of Christ,
Warren, Mich. He has appeared in Outstanding Young
Men ofAmerica and is a volunteer woodshop teacher and
softball coach at Luckett Christian Academy. He and his wife,
Julie, have three children:
Rachel, Michael and Matthew.
(24631 Melody Lane, Warren,
Ml 48089)
Cindy Cross Cates (BA) is a
homemaker. She and her husband, Stephen, have three chi!dren: Colin, Jeffrey and Crystal.
(2125 Elm Creek Lane, Flower
Mound, TX 75028)
Dennis D. Sanders (BA) is
president of Denesys Corp. He
is married to the former
Charlene Clay (BSN), and
they have three children: Douglas, Bradley and Robert. (3941
Bordeaux Circle, Flower
Mound, TX 75028)
David M. Summitt (BS) is
owner of Good-E-Barn Convenience Stores and Archery
Range. He is married to the
former Karan Eubanks
(BA'80), and they have three
children: Joe, Matthew and
Juliane. (1300 Country Club
Road, Paragould, AR 72450)
Corky French (BA) is youth
and family minister for Pitman
Creek Church of Christ, Plano,
Texas. He and his wife, Tina,
have three children: Jacob,
Hannah and Leah. (1533
Cherbourg, Plano, TX 75075)
Tony Katras (MTh) is a vascular surgeon and professor at
East Tennessee State University. Each year he takes several
medical students to Nigerian
Christian Hospital. He and his
wife, Cathy, have four children:
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.
(501 Ravenwood Dr., Johnson
City, TN 37604)
Allen D. Wright (BA) is a missionary in the South Pacific.
Several of his short stories and
articles have been published.
He is co-author with Jean
Miller of Ode to a Basal1ber-
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mometer, about a couple's
struggle with infertility. He and
his wife, the former Julia
Miller (BA'78), have three chi!dren: Matthew, Judith and Angel. (P.O. Box 793, Suva, Fiji
Islands, South Pacific)
lindsey Williams (BS) is an
Arkansas state trooper. He has
received two official commendations from the Arkansas State
Police and is listed in Outstanding Young Men of
America. (102 N. Fir, Searcy,
AR 72143)
Paul W. Parris (BS) is employed with Dillard's Divisional
Advertising as a computer
graphic artist, Little Rock, Ark.
He and his wife, Debra, have
two children, Tiffany and Brittany. (9798 Meyers Road,
Benton, AR 72015)
Douglas H. Wooten (BA) is
owner of Innovative Control
Syst~ms Inc. He is married to
the former Karen Hanna
(BA), who works part time for
the Williamson County Public
Library, Franklin, Tenn. Their
children are Heather and
Michelle. (913 Timberside Dr. ,
Nolensville, TN 37135-9770)
Gary W. Rhodes (BA,MEd'84)
is a teacher and coach for
Batesville Public Schools. His
wife, the former Rita Mott
(BS), works for Rhodes Business Services. They have three
children: Natalie, Anthony and
Mallory. (1474 North Heights
Ave., Batesville, AR 72501)

Kayla McVey Durfee is coowner of Homefront Computer
Services, where she publishes
personalized children's books.
She and her husband, Delbert,
who is a youth minister, have
two children, Justin and
Kendra. (1523 Jason Lee, Cottage Grove, OR 97424)
Suzzane Smith Byford (BA) is
an elementary teacher in the
public school system. She and
her husband, Donald, have
two children, Daniel and Andrew. (515 S. Main, Box 5,
Luxora, AR 72358)
Chris Jewett Weber (BA) is a
homemaker. She and her husband, Richard, have a daughter, Marisa Anne. (737 Colum-

bia, Berkley, Ml 48072-1960)
Brian Hogle CBS) is coordinator of statistical research at the
University of Florida. He and
his wife, the former Karen
Arnold (BA), have three chi!dren: Audrey, Benjamin and
Lindsey. (2121 N.W. 58 Terrace, Gainesville, FL 32605)
Stephen E. Boyd works for
Schlegel Oklahoma Inc. and is
a member of the gospel quartet
"Earthen Vessel. " He also
teaches a Bible class and leads
singing. He and his wife,
Donna, have two children, Sarah and Kati. (103 S. 21st,
Frederick, OK 73542)
Christopher Whitehead is
staff chaplain at St. Joseph
Hospital, Lexington, Ky. He
and his wife, Kathy, have two
children, Jessop and Dorothy.
(3405-A Alpine Court, Lexington, KY 40517)
Kenneth McCratic CBS) is employed with Townsends Inc. as
regional controller. He is married to the former Jocelyn
Emison (BA'80), who is an elementary substitute teacher for
the public school system. Their
three children are Amber, Mica
and Whitney. (P.O . Box 551,
Millsboro, DE 19966)
Stephen Frazier (BS) is employed with General Casualty
Insurance as senior claims representative. He and his wife,
the former Ann Gregory
(BA'80), have two children,
Andrew and Stephanie. (1185
Farmington, Oshkosh, WI
54901)

'80

Kenneth G. Wallers
(BA) is planning manager with
Advanced Micro Devices. His
wife, the former Jo Ann
Dykes (BS), is senior scientific
programmer with Lockheed.
Their daughter is Monica
Nicole. (6200 Mountain Villa
Dr., J~ustin, TX 78731)
Scott Bellamy manages a
Sbarro Restaurant in the Memphis, Tenn., area. He and his
wife, the former Joyce
Caughron (BS'74), have two
children, Bradley and Marcus.
(3394 Robins Roost, Bartlett,
TN 38134)

Carol Ann Brannon Darnell
is a fourth grade teacher in the
public schools at Altamonte
Springs, Fla. (182 Citrus Tree
Lane, Longwood, FL 32750)
Kenneth W. Garner (BA) is a
programmer analyst with Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. His wife, the
former Brenda Campbell
(BSN'79), is an instructor at
Baptist Memorial Hospital
School of Nursing. Their chi!dren are Ben and Kate. (2724
Shadow Point Cove W.,
Cordova, TN 38018)
James F. Strother CBS) is employed with Arkansas Nuclear
One as a chemist. He is a
member of the Arkansas River
Valley Community Concert
Band and was a member of a
medical missionary team that
went to Guyana, South America,
in June. (Route 6, Box 195,
#56, Russellville, AR 72801)
Sarah Fitzgerald (BBA) is
president of Healthcare Financia! Group Inc., Tampa, Fla.
(107 lOth St. E., Tierra Verde,
FL 33715)
Jerry Honea (BBA) is store
manager of Dillards, Memphis,
Tenn. , and is married to the
former Sonya Quandt (BS'81),
who is a medical technologist.
The couple has two children,
Lauren and Lindsay. (662 Ridge
Fall Dr., Cordova, TN 38018)
David P. Osborn (BA) is vice
president of Executive Learning
Inc., Brentwood, Tenn. He and
his wife, the former Phyllis
Higgins (BBA'81), have three
children: David, Erica and
Cassandra. (1506 Forest Garden
Dr. , Brentwood, TN 37027)
Kimberly Kwasiborski
McKerracher (BSN) is a nurse
at Macomb Hospital. She is involved with professional beach
volleyball, with sponsorship,
on the Midwest circuit. She and
her husband, Muir, have twins,
Nicole and William. (2008 N.
Wilson, Royal Oak, MI 48073)
Sherry Wood Keck (BA)
holds the master's degree in elementary counseling from the
University of Central Arkansas.
She and her husband, Michael,
have a son, Jeremy. (13219

...

Laurel Oaks Dr., Little Rock,
AR 72211)

(19040 Sunflower Ridge Lane,
Pacific, MO 63069)

Stephen L. Meeks (BA) and
his wife, the former Donna
McKee ('81), are missionaries
in Kenya, East Africa. Their
three children are Daniel,
Caleb and Hannah. (P.O. Box
3985, Eldoret, Kenya, East Africa)

Jill Deacon Hopkins (BS) is
an outpatient dietitian at Medical Center Hospital, Chillicothe,
Ohio. She and her husband,
Steven, have three children:
Adam, Nathaniel and
Alexander. (220 Buckhorn
Lane, Chillicothe, OH 45601)

Bruce L. Taylor (BBA) is employed with Medical Doctor
Associates as regional manager
of radiology seJVices, Norcross,
Ga. He and his wife, Debra,
have a daughter, Renna
Kathryn. (4540 Park Crest
Court, Marietta, GA 30068)

Kenny V. Brock is an assistant
professor at Ohio State University, Wooster. He was awarded
the Outstanding Young Research Scientist Award at the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center in November 1992. He and his wife,
Sharon, have two children,
Tricia and Rachel. 0537 W.
Moreland Road, Wooster, OH
44691)

Paula Danner (AA) works for
American National Property
and Casualty Co. as a tech specialist II. (2352 S. Ingram Mill
Road, #Dl8, Springfield, MO
65804)
Karl Aston (BS) is a research
chemist with Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis. He and his
wife, the former Cheryl Renee
Willimann (BSW'85), have a
daughter, Rochelle June.

Laura Murray Stagliano (BA)
is a homemaker. She and her
husband, John, have three chi!dren: Alexandra Marie, Amy
and Nicholas. (3203 Tunbridge
Lane, Albany, GA 31707)
Rodney C. Burke (BA) is emplayed with TE Products Pipe-

line Co., Houston. He and his
wife, Myra, have two children,
John and Elizabeth. (5506
Nodaway, Spring, TX 77379)

Ellen Collins Quint is a
homemaker. She and her husband, Brian, have three chi!dren: Damon, Lies! and Sarah.
(4387 Imperial Dr., West Linn,
OR 97068)
Steve Pylkas (BA,MTh'86) is
involvement minister with the
Columbia Avenue Church of
Christ in Glasgow, Ky. He is
married to the former Pam
Heglund (BA'79), and they
have two children, Anna and
Sarah. (114 Dogwood,
Glasgow, KY 42141)
Brent Miller CBS) is a salesman with Milfair Linoleum and
Carpet Co. His wife, the former
Judy Braddock (BA'79),
works for Mid-East Ohio Vocationa! School District,
Zanesville, Ohio. The couple
has four children: Natalie,
Katrina, Erica and Hillary.
(69082 Mt. Hermon Road,
Cambridge, OH 43725)

ALUMNI PROFILE

Michael P. Lyons (MEd) is a
speech pathologist for the publie school system of Hernando,
Miss. (6051 Ridgeway Blvd.,
#9, Memphis, 1N 38115)
Doug Cowden (BA) is owner
of Cowden Construction Co.
He is married to the former
Paula Cook (BBA'85), who
works for Quarterback Legends
as director of the speakers bureau, Nashville, Tenn. (P.O.
Box 209, Hendersonville, TN
37077)
Thomas Chilton is manager
of sales support for Alltel Corp.
He also attends the University
of Arkansas School of Law. His
wife, the former Cherel Ann
Branyan (BBA'86), is manager
of capital accumulation plans
for Alltel. (1508 Northwick,
Little Rock, AR 72207)

'81

DavidJ. Marshall
works for Network Solutions
Inc. as Unix-System Administrator. He is married to the
former Amy Bryan ('79), who
home-schools their four chi!dren: Joshua, Jenna, Crystal

JERRY FLOWERS '70

Music is his business

..

erry Flowers, a 1970
alumnus, continues
to rise in the ranks
of the country music
industry in Nashville.
As executive director of Opryland
Music Group
(OMG), a division of
Gaylord Entertainment Co., Flowers
guides all aspects of
the company's dayto-day music publishing operations,
having direct responsibility for international publishing
activities and domestic and intemational business affairs. At OMG's
foundation is AcuffRose Music, Nashville's first music
publishing company.
In August Flow-

ers was named
chairman of Gaylord
Entertainment's
"One Company"
group, a strategic
planning process for
the entire company.
He coordinates the
work of eight study
teams that deal with
a variety of intercompany topics, ineluding marketing,
management development and quality,
country music franchise, and others.
"This truly is an
exciting time for our
company," said E.W.
Wendell, president
and CEO of Gaylord
Entertainment Co.
"The One Company
project will chart a
clear path forward,
and I am f1leased

that Jerry Flowers is
at the helm."
Flowers also was
elected in August to
the board of directors of the National
Music Publishers'
Association (NMPA).
The association,
founded in 1917,
works to protect
and advance the interest of the music
publishing industry.
It represents the
most important and
influential music
publishing firms
throughout the
United States.
Since graduating
in 1970 from Harding with a major in
journalism, Flowers
has been part of
Nashville's artist
management, music,

recording and publishing scene. Before
joining OMG in
1987, he worked for
the Jim Halsey Co.,
RCA Records and
ABC Records. He is
an American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers
songwriter and a
past member of the
boards of directors
of the Country Music Association and
the Nashville Entertainment Association.
Flovvers is regularly called upon by

colleges and universities to lecture on
music publishing.
He was 1991-92 program chairman for
the year-long Leadership Music series
of professional seminars, and he is a frequent participant in
such industry gatherings as the NMPA
Forum series and
the Nashville
Songwriters' Assodation professional
seminars.
He coaches
Nashville-area youth
sports and is a deacon and song leader
at Hillsboro Church
of Christ. Flowers
and his wife,
Sharon, have two
children, Megan and
Tyler. They live at
9235 Queensboro
Court, Brentwood,
TN 37027-7469. lHI
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and Thomas Quinn. (2201 Butternut Place, Edmond, OK
73013)

Van McCalister II is office
manager for San Joaquin Supply. His wife, the former Julie
Luscombe ('80), is a kindergarten teacher in the public
school system of Huron, Calif.
The couple has two children,
Van Austin III and Haley
Luscombe. (1881 Harrison,
Hanford, CA 93230)
Tim Waugh (BA) serves as
youth minister for White Station Church of Christ in Memphis, Tenn. He is married to
the former Cindy Romine
(AA'79), who
is an elementary teacher at
Memphis Harding Academy.
Their children
are Jessica and
Lauren. (4827 Essexshire, Memphis, TN 38117)

'82

HaroldR.Johnson is
plant manager of Johnson
Manufacturing Co. His wife,
the former Sandra Todd
(BA'85), teaches K-12 in the
gifted and talented program of
the Bergman, Ark., Public
Schools. They have two chi!dren, Todd and Trent. (209 Approach Dr., Harrison, AR 72601)
Danny E. Cox works for Con
Agra Corp. He is married to the
former Tammy Ratliff (BA'80),
who works for North Central
Arkansas Educational Service
Center. Their children are
Danna, Kevin and Joshua. (1457
E. College, Batesville, AR 72501)
Gregory S. Stone (BS) is a
physician at Henry Ford Hospital, where he is a pulmonary/
critical care fellow. His wife,
the former Cara Gowen ('85),
holds a B.B.A. degree in finance from the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock. She is a
certified financial planner. The
couple has a daughter, Emily
Rebecca. (7972 Faircrest Dr.,
Ypsilanti, MI 48197)

'83 Jimmy D. McDowell is
a dentist. His wife, the former
Beth Bobo ('85), received her
bachelor's degree in mathematics from the University of New
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Orleans and is part-time bookkeeper for her husband. Their
twin daughters are Brooke and
Brittany. (10 Saddleback Road,
Tequesta, FL 33469)

Gregg Alan Swearingen is asset manager for The Promus
Companies. He and his wife
have a son, Dylan Baughn.
(3744 Clubview Dr., Memphis,
TN 38125)
Lee McCain (BBA) is employed with Wal-Mart Stores
Inc. in the store planning division, Bentonville, Ark. His
wife, Cammy, is a customer
service agent for Wal-Mart
Group Health. (1007-B S.E. 5th
St., Bentonville, AR 72712)
Kerry D. McKeever is a pharmacist at Research-Belton Hospita!. He and his wife, the
former Susan Killen (BA'81),
have three children: Christopher, Katie and Kimberly.
(5075 W. 194th Terrace,
Stilwell, KS 66085-9023)
Tammy Hensley Hall (BBA)
works for Dempsey and
Kingsland as accountant and
office manager in Kansas City,
Mo. She and her husband,
Michael, have a son, Caleb.
(6423 W. 102nd St., Overland
Park, KS 66212)
Zac Muncy (BS) is an attorney
in Searcy. He is president of
the Foothills Arts Council, is
active in the Chamber of Commerce, and serves on the
board of directors for both the
Kiwanis Club and White
County Group Homes. He is
married to the former Connie
Mansell (BA'81), and their
children are Bradley and Blake.
(4 Boysenberry Lane, Searcy,
AR 72143)
Mark Lay (BA) is athletic director and head boys basketball coach at West Memphis
Christian School. He was
named Coach of the Year for
1992-93 and serves as a deacon
for the Missouri Street Church
of Christ. He is married to the
former Sherry Yount (BA),
who teaches first grade at West
Memphis Christian School.
They have a daughter, Tara
Lynne. (621 Balfour, West
Memphis, AR 72301)

Jim W. Waldrop (BBA) is employed with Winterthur lnsurance as director of its internal
audit department. He and his
wife, the former Jean Clegg
(BA), have two sons, Benjamin
and Travis. (8914 Miami,
Rowlett, TX 75088)
A. Hubert "Hubie" Smith ill
(BA) teaches math and serves
as boys basketball coach for
the Bartlett, Tenn., Public
Schools. He and his wife, Dee
Anna, have a son, Adam Wade.
(2694 Misty Brook Lane,
Cordova, TN 38018)

Brenda Haas Wilkerson
(BSN) is employed with
Kepple & Company as supervisor of utilization review, Peoria, Ill. She and her husband,
Grant, have a son, Caleb Grant.
(22154 Northfield Dr., Morton,
IL 61550)
Jill Miller McKinney (BSN) is
a nurse in the intensive care
unit of St. Francis Hospital,
Tulsa, Okla. She and her husband, James, have three children: Justin, Aaron and Hayley.
(P.O. Box 1114, Mannford, OK
74044)
Terri Beers Apgar (BA) works
part time as an assessment
consultant for the public
school system of Deerfield,
N.H. She and her husband,
Scott, have two children,
Caroline and Eric. (52 Ministerial Road, Bedford, NH 03110)
Gary Dale Watts is owner and
president of Watts Clinic Management Corp., New Orleans.
He is a chiropractor. He and
his wife, Luanne, have a
daughter, Samantha. (279 W.
Essex Dr., Slidell, LA 70461)

Max R. Garnett (BBA) is an
insurance agent with State
Farm Insurance and holds the
Chartered Life Underwriting
Designation. He is married to
the former Ashlet Burns ('85),
and they have two children,
Morgan and Tyler. (1001
Roselee, Paragould, AR 72450)
Lindi Williams Free (BA) is a
homemaker. She and her husband, Neal, have one child,
Jamie Lee. (2129 Luckner
Court, Mobile, AL 36618)

Scot Harris (BA) is on a ternporary assignment in Sydney,
Australia, to develop software
for a new telephone company.
He is a systems engineer for
Applied Computing Devices in
Terre Haute, Ind., and the
evangelist for the Prairie Creek
Church of Christ. He is married
to the former Becky McPike
('86), who is on the executive
board of the local chapter of
MADD (Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers). The couple has two
children, Grant and Molly.
(1760 S. 31st St., Terre Haute,
IN 47803)
Timothy J. Pugh (BBA,MEd'89)
is head football coach at Greater
Atlanta Christian Schools,
Norcross, Ga. He and his wife,
the former Tina Davis (BA'86),
have two children, Charles and
James. (680 Winchester Lane,
Norcross, GA 30071)
Joel D. Ragland (BME) holds
the J.D. degree and is an attorney with Daniel, Harvill, Batson
& Nolan in Clarksville, Tenn.
He served as president of the
Montgomery County Bar Association in 1992. He is married
to the former Tonya Mitchell
(BA'85). (1909 Claymont Dr.,
Clarksville, TN 37040)
Cindy Walls Lane is a substitute teacher in the public
schools of Lancaster, Ohio. She
has three children: Melissa,
Heather and Jeremy. (232
Wyandotte, Lancaster, OH
43130)
John Lawrence (BBA) is a
consultant with Marriott Corp.
He is married to the former
Laura Stancliff (BA'85), and
they have a son, Jason Michael.
(2813 Lindell St., Wheaton, MO
20902)
Brenda Hobbs Dowdy (BA) is
a beauty consultant for Mary
Kay Cosmetics. She also volunteers for Loveline, a crisis pregnancy counseling agency. She
and her husband, Gary, are
both involved in church work.
Their two children are Lindsey
Leigh and Garrett Ryan. (5025
Theys Road, Raleigh, NC 27606)
Louis Ferren (BS) is an information systems planner with
the Arkansas Department of

Human Services, Little Rock.
He and his wife, Althea, have a
daughter, Kimberly. (P.O. Box
4242, North Little Rock, AR
72116)

Terry C. Chapman (BBA)
serves as minister for the
church of Christ, Naples, Fla.
He and his wife, the former
linda Bean, have three chi!dren: Terry Jr., Teila and Traci.
(1435 Mandarin Road, Naples,
FL 33940)
Gigi Wood Davis (BS) is an
osteopathic physician. Her husband, Greg, owns the Greg
Davis Insurance Agency. (P.O.
Box 1016, Savarmah, TN 38372)
Renee Degiovanni Dahl
works at Baptist Medical Centeras O.B. pre-registration coordinator. (3580 McGehee Place,
#2501, Montgomery, AL 36111)
Cindy Nichols Garrett (BS) is
an adjunct instructor at
Oklahoma
State University. She and
her husband,
Stuart, have a
daughter, Lindsey Beth. (829 N.
Burdick, #D, Stillwater, OK
74075)
Tony Treece (BBA) is administrator of DST Systems Inc., a
mutual funds processing computer firm. He is married to the
former Beth Cannon (BS'84),
who is a registered dental hygienist. (16200 W. 125 Terrace,
Olathe, KS 66062)

'84 William D. Doss (BBA)
is a speech pathologist with
Pro Rehab Inc. His wife, the
former Julia Scoggins (BA'85),
is a compliance accountant
with Delta Life and Annuity
Co. They have a son, Shaun
Michael. (6831 Jody Cove,
Bartlett, TN 38135)

Joellen Noland Anklam (BA)
is a self-employed performing
talent for radio and television
voice-overs. She recently was
signed as talent for Studio Center, a nationally known radio
and television studio, and has
done voice-overs for commercials_airing in many parts of the
country. She and her husband,

Jim, have two children, Benjamin and Abigail. (165 King Richard Place, Newport News,
VA 23602)

Terry Yates (BS) is a family
physician in Searcy. His wife is
the former Stacey Windisch
('85). They are active in church
work at Westside Church of
Christ and went on a medical
missions trip to Haiti in the
summer of 1992. Stacey helps
Terry as sponsor for Chi Sigma
Alpha social club. ( 43 Jamestown Dr., Searcy, AR 72143)
Wade Huffman (BS) is a physician who is clinic commander
in the U.S. Army. He is stationed in Illesheim, Germany.
He is married to the former
Denae Curtsinger (BSW'85),
and they have two children,
Joel and Jessalyn. (USAHC
Il!esheim, CMR 416, Box 1059,
APO, New York 09140)
Mel Sansom Jr. (BBA) is director of reimbursements at
Hamilton Medical Center. He is
married to the former Lori
Pittman (BA'85), who is gymnastics coach at Body
Mechanix Gymnastics Center.
The couple has a daughter,
Emily Rose. (2611 E. Hillview
Dr., Dalton, GA 30721)
Barry Stephens (MTh) is pulpit minister for the White's
Ferry Road Church of Christ.
He and his wife, Debbie, have
three children: Jennifer, Benjamin and Phillip. (112 Lafayette
Circle, West Monroe, LA 71291)
Krista Chism Gray (BSN) is a
nurse at Texas Children's Hospita!, Houston. Her husband,
William, works for the city of
Bellaire. (2511 Maple Tree
Court, Stafford, TX 77477)

Keith Williams and his wife,
the former Lisa Granberg
(BSW'83), are missionaries in
Kenya. They have two children, Adam and Tana Rene.
(Box 544, Meru, Kenya, East
Africa)

'8 5

Michael T. Tune (MAR)
is pulpit minister for Maple Hill
Church of Christ, Lebanon,
Tenn. He was named in the
1993 edition of Who's Who In
Religion. (202 Old Hom Springs
Road, Lebanon, TN 37087)
Tracy McRee Wellington (BS)
is an account manager for
Pharmacy Corp. of America,
Longwood, Fla., and was
named "Rookie of the Year" for
exceeding 1992 revenue expectations. Her husband, Jim,
is a self-employed electrical engineer. (2301 Econ Circle,
#194, Orlando, FL 32817)
John D. Ponder (MAR) is a
staff programmer for IBM Corp.
He is a member of the board
of Grace Christian School. He
and his wife, Eva, have three
children: Jennifer, Anna and
Joel. (650 N. Marm Circle, Tucson, AZ 85710)
Jay K. Mahle (BBA) is a territory manager for Chevron
U.S.A. Products Co., Dallas. He
and his wife, Carla, have a
daughter, Amanda Brook.
0730 Crosshaven Dr.,
Lewisville, TX 75067)
Mllton Gilpin (BS) is employed
with Unisys as senior software
engineer, St. Paul, Minn. His
wife, the former Lisa Overstreet ('84), is owner of Country Craft Artisan. The couple
has a son, Joseph. (664 W.
Belmont, Roseville, MN 55113)

Michael "Moose" Gravois
(BA) is employed with Boles
Home, Quinlan, Texas. His
wife, Nora, is an administrative
assistant at Boles Home. (Boles
Home, Route 3, Box 40,
Quinlan, TX 75474)
Robert E. Guillo (BA) is a
sales representative with Pratt
Pharmaceuticals. He and his
wife, the former Caron
Cassady (BA'84), have two
children, Christopher and
Cathryn. (130 Norris Court N.,
Billings, MT 59105)
Kristi Cottrill Smith (BS) is
an interior decorator for
Deborah Interior Inc.,
Centerville, Ohio. Her husband, Mike, is a pilot for
Jetstream International-U.S. Air
Express. (245 Cedar Hill,
Springboro, OH 45066)
Clyde W. Owen (BA) is director of building services at Harding University. (900 E. Center,
Box 1504, Searcy, AR 721490001)
Timothy Woods (BA,MAR'91)
serves as minister for the
Eastside Church of Christ,
Edgecliff, N.S. W., Australia. He
and his wife, the former
Michal Earnhart (BS'82),
have one child, Micah Burton.
(3/ 36 Albion St., Waverley, N.S.
W. 2024, Australia)
Cami Justice Barritt (BSN) is
a nurse at North Mississippi
Medical Center Women's Hospita!, Tupelo, Miss. (905 Elderberry St., Tupelo, MS 38801)
Kimberly McCaskill Galey
(BSN) is a nurse at the Jackson
Clinic, Jackson, Tenn. (106
Charlesmeade Dr., Jackson, TN
38305)

Bruce D. Mentzer (MTh) is a
chaplain in the U.S. Navy. He
and his wife, Michelle, have
three children: Anna, Rivkah
and Kirsten. (USS San Jose,
FPO, San Francisco 96678-3036)

Sherma Gentry Grisham is
resource director for Benton,
La., Elementary School. She
and her husband, James, have
two children, Hollis and Gentry. (300 Silverleaf, Benton, LA
71006)

Dana K. Latham (BA) is employed with Ultra Inc. as assistant vice president of merchandise/marketing, Chicago. (1122
N. Clark St., #2107, Chicago, IL
60610)

Mark Hoppe works for
Southland Chrysler-Plymouth.
His wife, the former Sheryl
Frazier ('83), is an antique
dealer. Their son is Cole Alan.
(7500 4th Road, Bartlett, TN
38135)

Jon Mark Hopper is a fish
farmer in Lonoke, Ark. His
wife, the former Deb Walker
('86), is a teacher at Lonoke
Primary School. They have a
son, Joshua. (Route 3, Box 534,
Lonoke, AR 72086)

Michelle Forsythe
Bridgeman (BA) is a middle
school teacher in the public
schools of Virginia Beach, Va.
She and her husband, Robert,
have a son, Robert Alan Jr.
(1616 Dylan Dr., Virginia
Beach, VA 23464)
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Keith E. Brazile (BBA) is employed with Electronic Data
Systems as senior auditor,
Plano, Texas. He and his wife,
the former Usa Carlisle
(AA'83), have two children,
Tyler and Michael. (4313 Sarasota Lane, McKinney, TX 75070)
Brian Robbins (BA) is loss
prevention manager for WalMart. He is married to the
former Michelle Huschen
(BBA'88), and they have a son,
Tyler Brian. (701 W. Clay St.,
Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641-2213)
Cary Daniel (BA) teaches at

Harding Academy of Memphis,
Tenn., and serves as youth
minister for the Ross Road
Church of Christ. (3186
Beauchamp, Memphis, TN
38118)

Mary Ann Lawrence Baylor
(BSN) is a nurse manager at
Baptist Hospital in Nashville,
Tenn. She received the "Caring
Hands" Award from the hospital in February 1993. She and
her husband, John, teach dog
obedience classes at Southwest
Dog College. (1906 Lombardy
Ave., Nashville, TN 37215)
Doris Ann Bilbrey Tucker
(BSN) has received her doctorate in education from Memphis
State University. She is a nursing instructor at the University
of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. ( 408 Baywood, Little
Rock, AR 72211)
Kelly Barnhart Riley (BSN) is
a homemaker. She and her
husband, James, have two chi!dren, Sarah and Andrew. (1100
Lake Terrace Dr. , Crawfordsville, IN 47933)
Lesa Baxter Weaver (BA)
works for Memphis Light, Gas
and Water Division as senior
systems analyst. She and her
husband, Doug, have three
children: Jamie, Julie and
Gennifer. (3886 Birchshade
Cove, Memphis, TN 38115)
Jim Luna (BBA) is manager of
Sam's Club, Reynoldsburg, Ohio.
He is married to the former
Karen Mitchell (BA). (517
Boyd St. , Lancaster, OH 43130)
Doug Hurst (BA) serves as
youth minister for the Central
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Church of Christ, Amarillo,
Texas. He and his wife, the
former Dee Luker (BBA), have
a son, Payton. (6712 Daniel
Dr., Amarillo, TX 79109)

Usa Leigh Phelps (BA) is employed with Inwood National
. Bank. She has one daughter,
Sydney Nicole Bohanon. (957
Bruton Road, #207, Mesquite,
TX 75149)
Todd D. Edwards (BA) is
youth coordinator and counselor for Private Industry Council,
Pensacola, Fla. His wife, the
former Usa Taylor (BA), is a
speech/language therapist with
the public schools. Their daughter is Emily Anne. (6251 Memphis Ave., Pensacola, FL 32526)
Sandi George Hensley (BSW)
is a social worker for AGAPE
Child and Family Services,
Memphis, Tenn. She and her
husband, Curtis, have two chi!dren, Sarah and joel. (4280
Tutwiler, Memphis, TN 38122)
Mollie Daniel Teachworth
(BA) teaches second grade in
the public school system. She
and her husband, Lance, have
a daughter, Laura Elizabeth.
(720 Cory, Grapevine, TX 76051)
Greg Kays (BS) is a family
practice physician at Interstate
Medical Clinic. He is married to
the former Heidi Hettich (BA),
and they have two daughters,
Alexa and Logan. (Route 3,
Box 154, Red Wing, MN 55066)
Jayne L. Knapp (BBA,MS'86)
works at Harris Methodist Hospita! in Fort Worth, Texas, as a
reimbursement specialist. (4222
Esters Road, #211, Irving, TX
75038)
Janice Gibson Schaad (BA) is
employed with Dorothea Dix
Hospital as an education liaison teacher, Raleigh, N.C. (103
Timber Hollow, #318, Chapel
Hill, NC 2751~)
Mary Lou Thompson Martinez
(BA) is a nurse at Flowers Hospita!. She and her husband,
Michael, have two children,
Andrew and Elana. (102 Cricket
Court, Dothan, AL 36303)
Don K. Shumate (BBA) is
vice president of marketing for

jackson and Coker, Atlanta. He
is married to the former Kay
Haugland (BBA), and they
have a daughter, Macaully
Elizabeth. ( 4900 Streamside
Dr., Alpharetta, GA 30202)

serves as minister for the
Northwest Church of Christ,
Peoria, Ill. He and his wife, the
former Elaine Huffard (BA'75),
have a son, Jonathan. (1410
Buckingham, Peoria, IL 61614)

Stephanie Whitesel johnson
CBS) is a marketing manager
for J.R. Brooks & Son, Homestead, Fla. She and her husband, Jerry, have a son, Bradley. (18811 S.W. 294 Terrace,
Homestead, FL 33030)

Amy Clayton Ogar (BSN) is a
nurse at St. Joseph Mercy Hospita!, Ann Arbor, Mich. She and
her husband, Tom, have three
children: Rachel, Johnathan
and Andrea. (2611 Madrono
Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103-9626)

Scott D. Kennon (BBA) is employed with Dickinson Financia! Corp. as a loan review supervisor, Kansas City, Mo. He
and his wife, the former Kelly
Ferrel (BA'83), have two chi!dren, Tyler and Hunter. (8337
Twilight Lane, Lenexa, KS
66219)

Tammy Lockhart Sanford
(BA) is a homemaker. She is a
volunteer at Angleton, Texas,
General Hospital and at the
Brazosport Museum of Natural
Science. Her husband, Curtis,
works for Dow Chemical.
(Route 4, 1044 Angus Trail,
Angleton, TX 77515)

Kelly V. Davis (BS) works for
ABC Laboratories as a chemist.
He and his wife, Debbie, have
a daughter, Kayla Lynn. (2116
Hunter Lane, Columbia, MO
65202)

Eddy Chester (BBA) works
for Makowsky and Ringel Inc.
as area supervisor. He is married to the former Jeanne
Pipkin (BA'87), who works for
the U.S. Postal Service. (4812
Mockingbird Lane, Memphis,
TN 38117)

Thressea Harrison Boyd
(BA) is employed with Clubhouse Inns of America as director of sales. She was selected to
Leadership Lowndes Class of
1993 and is an executive committee member of the Valdosta
Chapter of the Georgia Hospital and Travel Association. Her
husband, William, is in the Air
Force, and they have a daughter, jessica. (1703 Forsyth
Place, Valdosta, GA 31601)
Jeriel Lee McGinness (BS)
teaches art at Olson Middle
School, Woodstock, Ill. (506
Washington St., Woodstock, IL
60098)

Tamara Cline Richards (BA)
works for the City of Dallas as
payroll supervisor. She and her
husband, Robin, have a daughter, Holly Nicole. (1309 Lanemar
Dr., Mesquite, TX 75149)
Cindy Reese Pace is employed with Clin Trials as executive secretary. Her husband,
Bobby, is director of technical
services for Webber Farms.
(4269 Southmoor Park, Lexington, KY 40514)

Joene Myers Endy (BSN) is a
nurse in Rogersford, Pa. She
and her husband, David, have
two sons, joshua and Daniel.
(651 Old Reading Pike, Stowe,
PA 19464)

Ronald E. St. Clair (BS) works
for Fabri-Centers of America
Inc. as director of logistics systerns, Hudson, Ohio. He is
married to the former Kim Lee
(BA), who is a free-lance writer.
Their children are Courtney
and Jessica. (2428 Silver
Springs Dr., Stow, OH 44224)

Usa Korleski Martin (BA) is
employed as a sales representative with Hyatt Hotels and
Resorts Reservations Center,
Omaha, Neb. Her husband,
Paul, works for First Data
Corp. 03716 Harrison Plaza,
#516, Omaha, NE 68137)

Robby A. Betts (BBA) is employed with Kraft Food Ingredients as manager of accounting. He and his wife, the
former Laurie Stricklen (BA),
have a son, Kevin Michael.
(5895 Pepper Crossing, Memphis, TN 38135)

Darrell W. Denman (MAR)

Paul W. Mays (BBA) is a sales

consultant with Great Lakes
Business Forms Inc., Westland,
Mich. (30421 John Hauk, Garden City, MI 48135)
Doug Carmical (BA) is a dentist. He is married to the former
Laura Krohn (BS'86), who is
a dietitian at St. Mary's-Rogers
Memorial Hospital. Their son is
Tyler Douglas. (2706 W. Beech
Dr., Rogers, AR 72756)
Laura Peebles Fidone (BA) is
a medical social worker,
Shreveport, La. She is included
in Who's Who in Human Professional Seroices. Her busband, Jeff, is a physician, and
they have a daughter, Keri.
(5321 Bayou Dr., Bossier City,
LA 71112)

IBM Corp., Research Triangle
Park, N.C. He is listed in Outstanding Young Men of
America. His wife, Donna,
works for Merrill-Lynch. (107
Jodhpur Dr., Cary, NC 27513)
Mary Beth Hill Gallemore
(BA) is a homemaker. She and
her husband, Jamey, have a
son, Mark. (6219 Fox Trail,
Dallas, TX 75248)
Mark A. Pettit (BA) is a
teacher and coach at Gilmer
High School. He is married to
the former Laurie O'Dowd
('87), and they have two chi!dren, William and Winston.
(Route 5, Box 174-D, Ellijay,
GA 30540)

Vince E. Breedlove (BBA) is
employed with Andrews & Associates as a tax professional
search consultant, Tulsa, Okla.
He recently broke his
company's quarterly sales
record. (2240 E. 18th St., Tulsa,
OK 74104)

Harold R. Redd (MTh) serves
as minister for the Springdale
Church of Christ, Memphis,
Tenn. He and his wife, Joyce,
have eight children: Harold
Ray, Jason, Carla, Kevin, Joy,
JeAnna, Jennifer and Jonathan.
(851 Cypress Dr., Memphis, TN
38112)

Carl D. McAfee (BS) is a senior research chemist with
Dow Chemical, Freeport,
Texas. He is married to the
former Debbie Gurley (BA),
and they have a son, Carl
David Jr. (224 Forest Dr., Lake
Jackson, TX 77566)

Brad Yarbrough (BS) is a
programmer/analyst with
American Airlines, Ft. Worth,
Texas. He is married to the
former Jill Pote ('87), and they
have a son, James Andrew.
(7449 Bear Lake Dr., Ft. Worth,
TX 76137)

Doug Townsdin (BBA) is audit manager for Arthur
Andersen & Co., Tulsa, Okla.,
and serves on the board of directors of the Tulsa County
Chapter of the American Cancer Society. He and his wife,
Sheri, have a son, Brandon
Scott. (9109 E. 96th St., Tulsa,
OK 74133)

Lesa R. Barnett (BBA) is senior underwriter for State Farm
Insurance Companies. (3731 E.
29th St., Tulsa, OK 74114)

Mark A. Stevens (BBA) is employed with Cross Timbers Oil
Co. as tax manager, Fort Worth,
Texas. He is married to the
former Angela Fletcher (AA),
and they have two children,
Joshua and Jacob. (3500 Oak
Bend Dr., Arlington, TX 76016)
Joseph 0. Holloway Jr. (BA)
is the evangelist for Ellabell
Church of Christ, Ellabell, Ga.
(P.O. Box 72, Ellabell, GA
31308-0072)
Jeffry S. McGee (BS,MSE'86) is
an associate programmer with

Richard M. Denney (BA,
MEd'87) is a K-5 physical education teacher for Searcy Public
Schools. His wife, the former
Cynthia Boustead (BSN'82), is
a nurse at White County Memoria! Hospital. The couple
has two daughters, Katelyn and
Karleigh. (33 Foxboro, Searcy,
AR 72143)
Mark Priddy (BSN) received
the MSN degree in nurse anesthesia in 1993 from the University of Texas at San Antonio.
He is a captain in the U.S. Air
Force, Travis AFB, Calif. He is
married to the former Carolyn
Baxter (BSN'86), and· they have
a daughter, Paige. (810 Cackling Dr., Suisun City, CA 94585)
Lena Meissner Rayburn

(BSN) is a surgical nurse at
Kootenai Medical Center. Her
husband, Philip, is self-emplayed. (226 Ironwood Dr., #4135, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814)
Ginger Norvell Posey (AA) is
employed by Tracy Morgan,
CPA, Duncan, Okla. Her husband, Don, is a chemist. (P.O.
Box 516, Marlow, OK 73055)
Philip Nannie (BA) is emplayed with NationsBank as assistant vice president and trust
officer. He is a member of the
Estate Planning Council and a
board member of the YMCA
Endowment Committee. (1900
Richard Jones Road, C-208,
Nashville, TN 37215)
Joe Galloway (BA) is a salesman with Med-Cor X-Ray Systerns, Memphis, Tenn. His
wife, Rebecca, is a teacher at
Memphis Harding Academy.
(4223 Cherrydale, Memphis,
TN 38111)
Michael H. Carter (BA) is assistant manager of Lakewood
Gardens, North Little Rock,
Ark. He is married to the
former Sara Stevens (BS'86),
who is secretary for the Sixth
and Izard Church of Christ.
The couple has a daughter,
Jessie Marie. (308 Texas Ave.,
North Little Rock, AR 72118)
Cynthia Billingsley Real
(BBA) is a homemaker. Her
husband, David, is self-emplayed. (2715 Devenshire,
Carrollton, TX 75007)
Robyn Robertson Cronin
(BA) is a homemaker. She and
her husband, John, have a son,
John Michael II. (528 Langley
Loop, Wahiawa, HI 96786)
Lisa Davis Honey (BBA)
teaches 5th grade at Weiner,
Ark., Elementary School. Her
husband, Jeff, is self-employed.
Their children are Jared and
Emily. (10525 Hwy. 14 E.,
Amagon, AR 72005)
Kristen Cleveland Lowery
(BA) is a homemaker. She is a
member of LaLeche League International and the Central Arkansas Mothers of Twins Club.
She and husband, Jay, have
three children: Bethany, Brittany and Hannah. (183 Jones

Dr., Bald Knob, AR 72010)

Belinda Baines Frank. (BA)
does editorial work at home.
Her husband, Stan, is deputy
headmaster of Eaglesvale
School in Zimbabwe. (Eaglesvale School, P.O. Box ST 650,
Southerton, Harare, Zimbabwe)
Jeff Hambrice (BA) is a dentist. He and his wife, the
former Christine Klinefelter
('87), have two children, Jeffrey
Michael and Zachary Chase.
(401 S. 4th, Wylie, TX 75098)
Janice Bolls Trice (BBA) is a
homemaker. She and her husband, Bruce, have three chi!dren: Christina, Hannah and
Sarah. (16203 E. Girard Place,
Aurora, CO 80013)
Roy L. Noble (HSBS) is a
wholesale distributor and
owner of Aspen Enterprises.
He is married to the former
Barbara Martin (BSW'79), and
they have two sons, Jerrod and
Jordan. (P.O. Box 1422, Hope,
AR 71801)
Randy Richey (BBA) is employed with Dal-Tile Co. in
Dallas. He and his wife, the
former Beverly Hounsel
(BS'83), have two children,
Molly and Kevin. (510 Gettysburg, Mesquite, TX 75149)
MatthewP. Ford (BBA) is in
the U.S. Navy. His wife, the
former Joanne Powers (AA),
is attending the University of
North Florida. They have two
children, Alexandra and Emily.
(127 Devon Dr., St. Marys, GA
31558)
Karin DeAnne Driskell (AA)
is employed by TCBY Systems
as administrative assistant.
(3603 Kavanaugh Blvd., #D-20,
Little Rock, AR 72205)
Kip Stringer (BA) is a trooper
with the Arkansas State Police.
He is in the 1992 edition of
Outstanding Young Men of
America. (Route 6, Box 165,
Clinton, AR 72031)
Cheryl Wilburn Nelms (BA)
is a calculus teacher in the
public schools of Tulsa, Okla.
She and her husband, Lance,
have a daughter, Jeannie
Nicole. (107 W. 8th, Owasso,
OK 74055)
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Stephen L Harris (BBA) is
Glenda Collier Kiser (BS) is a
owner of Harris Farms. He and
homemaker. She is involved
his wife, Sherri, have two sons,
with the Highland Street
Stephen Tyler and Austin
Church of Christ inner city
ministry and teaches a teen-age Brooks. (Route 2, Senath, MO
girls' Bible study. Her husband, 63876)
David, is a teacher and coach
Kenneth Lawson works for
at Bartlett High School. (6162
. PHIBRO USA, St. Rose, La. He
Elmore Park Cove, Bartlett, TN
and his wife, Wendy, have two
38134)
children, Linzi and Scotti. (558
Greenwood Dr. , LaPlace, LA
Kim Burnette Gibson works
70068)
for Burnette Insurance Agency.
She and her husband, Ken,
David Hardin (BBA) is a
have three children: Kyle, Kelly
claims adjuster with General
and Kayne. (1729 Laurel Ridge
Accident Insurance Co. He is
Lane, Lawrenceville, GA 30243)
married to the former Kathy
Wilson (BS'86), who is a cotSteven K. Vann (MAR) is sotage parent at Madison
cial services director for Happy
Children's Home, Madison,
Hills Boys Ranch. He and his
Tenn. Their children, including
wife, Joyce, have two daughters, Sarah and Lauren. (1115
foster children, are: Jacob,
Seth, Steven, Dustin, Jerry, Lisa
Ranch Road, Ashland City, TN
and Richard. (604 N. Dupont
37015)
Ave., Madison, TN 37115)
Mark Hughes (BBA) is emJason Fitzgerald works for a
ployed with Electronic Data
family-owned business, ArrowSystems as advanced systems
head Camper Sales. He and his
engineer, Troy, Mich. He is
wife, Tracy, have one child,
married to the former Mary
Giddens (BBA), and they have
Collin ]ace. (Route 6, Hopewell
Road, Mayfield, KY 42066)
two sons, Travis and Brandon.
(6586 Waldon Glens Court,
Kevin Withem (BA) serves as
Clarkston, MI 48346)
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ON THE FUTURE

Does your will work?
BY DONALD KEE

Some wills won't work. For example, if your state requires the signatures of two disinterested witnesses, and a
beneficiary of your will signs as a witness, your will may
not work.
Also, a will that's out of step with your other estate
transfer documents may not work either. If your will dictates that your entire estate is to pass to your spouse, and
yet your life insurance policy indicates a different beneficiary, will your will supersede your policy and redirect the
proceeds to your spouse? Probably not.
An out-of-date will that fails to take full advantage of
current estate tax law may not work well either. Nor can
you feel confident in a will that has not been updated to
reflect major changes in your family life or financial affairs.
Does your will do everything you want? Is it up-to-date?
Is it valid? Do you even have a will?
We at Harding University want you to have the peace of
mind that comes from knowing that you have a valid estate
plan. We want you to have a will that works well for you
and, frankly, one that works for us - one that includes a
bequest to Harding University.
It's amazing how often people say, "I never thought
about making a charitable gift through my will. It just
never occurred to me."
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minister for the El Cajon Boulevard Church of Christ. He is
married to the former Karen
Thomson (BA), and they have
a son, Brett. (10960 Aveneda
de Los Lobos, San Diego, CA
92127)
Edward Madden (BA) is assistant instructor at the University
of Texas and is working toward
his doctoral degree in English.
(200 E. 33rd, Austin, TX 78705)
Rena Clark Avedikian (BBA)
is a C.P.A. with Moore, Grider
and Co. She and her husband,
Michael, have a son, Brandon.
(1069 E. Decatur, Fresno, CA
93720)
Kelly Stanger Blasingame
(BS) is a speech/language pathologist in Stockbridge Community Schools. She and her
husband, Varant, have a
daughter, Keilah Joyce. (4630
Vinces, Howell, MI 48843)
Mary Jo Hatley is self-employed as a tax practitioner.
(403 Lilly, Blytheville, AR 72315)
Margaret Chism Mislan (BS)
is a first grade teacher in the

public school system. She and
her husband, Mark, have a
daughter, Lily. (312 Burnham
St., Lowell, IN 46356)
Michael Ballard (BA) serves
as minister for the Poplar Avenue Church of Christ, Wichita,
Kan. He is married to the
former Denise Huffman (BA),
and they have two children,
Bryce and Alyssa. (4618 S.
Ellis, Wichita, KS 67216)
Mike Clayton is vice president
of the Harbon Bank. He and
his wife, Cathy, have a daughter, Kaylee. (10192 Lake Summit
Dr., Moreno Valley, CA 92557)
Sara Scott Camp (BSN) is a
certified critical-care registered
nurse at St. Luke's Medical
Center, Chicago. Her husband,
Conrad, is an investment manager for Morgan Stanley. (537
S. Dearborn, 12B, Chicago, IL
60605)

'86

Richard F. Harris Jr.
(HSBS) and his wife, the
former Louise Evans (BA'85),
have moved to Granville,
W.Va. , with their children,
Joshua, 5, and Angela, 2.

When you name Harding in your will (or living trust) to
receive a specific amount or a percentage of your estate,
you make one final gift - your crowning gift - to an organization you have supported during your life. You declare in your Last Will and Testament that you believe in
the mission of Harding and that you want a portion of your
accumulated assets to be invested in furthering the good
work of Harding.
If you have arranged for an estate gift through a will or
other transfer document, we would like to know so we can
thank you now. We want to express appreciation for your
confidence in our future, and we want to honor you, discreetly, for your prudent planning.
The coupon inside this magazine is one way you can let
us know of your gifting plans. You can also use this form
to request free literature about making a will that works. If
you want to talk with a representative of Hardins about
your gift and estate plans, you can indicate that as well.
As always, we urge you to consult with an estate planning attorney or other qualified advisor regarding a will, a
living trust or whatever else may best suit your needs.
Sound professional help will contribute to your - and
your family's - peace of mind.
Please take a moment to fill out and return the coupon.
We look forward to hearing from you soon. lHI
This article is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information regarding the subject matte rs cove red. Neither the authors, publisher nor the institution is engaged in rendering le gal or tax
advisory services. For advice or assistance in specific cases, the services of an attorney or other professio nal advisor should be obtained. State law govems wills, trusts, powers of attorney, living wills,
contracts, and many other areas~ Additional infonnatio n about one of these or other matters is avail-

able through the Office of Finandal and Estate Planning at (SOl) 279-4210 or 1-800-477-431 2.

Louise works as a certified
nursing assistant at Sundale
Nursing Home in Morgantown.
(P.O. Box 734, Granville, WV
26534)
Franz Patterson (BBA) is a
programmer for the State of Indiana. His wife, the former
Colleen Kerr ('91), works part
time with WXIN-TV, a Fox affiliate . The couple has a son,
Elisha James. (2137 W. 76th St.,
#3, Indianapolis, IN 46260)
Kevin Nutt (BS) was a teacher
and coach at Greater Atlanta
Christian School before moving
to Baton Rouge, La. His wife,
the former Debby Burkett
(BSN'85), is a clinical nurse
specialist at Our Lady of the
Lake Regional Medical Center.
The couple has a son, Andrew.
(11528 Old Hammond Hwy. ,
#1101 , Baton Rouge, LA 70816)
Tedd C. Stevens (BBA) is assistant minister for the
Roseville Church of Christ,
Roseville, Mich. He is married
to the former Deanna Howe
(BA'85), and they have a
daughter, Kailey Marie. (27101
Maple St. , Roseville, MI 48066)
Gregory Cole (BBA) is a
graduate student at the University of Texas at Arlington. He is
married to the former Shannon Walker (BA'85), who is
audit staffing coordinator with
Arthur Andersen & Co., Dallas.
The couple has a son,
Alexander. (5948 Madison, The
Colony, TX 75056)
Kenneth Strasser works for
Seco Electric Co. He is married
to the former Lori Yoder ('85),
and they have three children:
Katie, Kellie and Kyle. They
are involved in Sharing Day, an
outreach service of the Greater
Cincinnati-area churches of
Christ. (8322 Firshade Terrace,
Cincinnati, OH 45239)
James E. Moores (BA) is employed with Visador Co. as director of human resources. His
wife, the former Lori
Hockenberry (BA'85), is a
special education teacher in
the ·public school system. Their
daughter is Laura Ashley. (507
Virginia Ave., Marion, VA
24354)

Michael Day (BA) works for
Anglo-American Auto Auctions.
He also works part time as a
tour guide for the Carton Mansion in Franklin, Tenn. He is a
member of the Carton Association and its restoration committee. He is married to the
former Stephanie Qualls
(BA'85), who works part time
as a sales associate for Crabtree
& Evelyn of London. (152 Twin
Oaks Dr. , Nashville, 1N 37211)
Timothy Jester (BA) is a publie school teacher in an Eskimo
village in rural Alaska. He and
his wife, the former Stacie
Turner (BA'85), have a son,
Jonathan. (Box 100, Akiachak,
AK 99551)
Jeff Sweeney (BBA) is project
manager for Reid Homes,
Bartlett, Tenn. His wife, the
former Melissa Blume
(BA'85), is a certified residential specialist who works for
Reid Realtors. The couple has
two children, Peyton and
Dylan Lee. (282 Shadow
Grove, Cordova, 1N 38018)
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Tony Daugherty is recreation supervisor for Autry
Correctional Institution,
Pelham, Ga. His wife, the
former Cleta Colson (BBA'84),
is an independent sales director for Mary Kay Cosmetics.
She has received the Circle of
Achievement Award, is a member of the $250,000 Unit Club,
and won a pink Pontiac Grand
Prix in 1992. She was also selected by the Business and Professional Women's Club as
1993's Young Careerist of the
Year. (Route 2, Box 463B,
Valdosta, GA 31601)
Shawn Smith works for
Huxtable and Associates and
also preaches for the Vinland
Church of Christ. He and his
wife, the former Usa Fish
(BBA'85), have three children:
Titus, Regan and Isaac. (558 E.
1750 Road, Baldwin City, KS
66006)
Scott Valentine (BA) works
for Yarnell's Ice Cream Co.,
Searcy. He is married to the
former Jill Shipman (BA'85),
who is a Harding dorm supervisor. The couple has two children, Easton and Auburn. (900

E. Center, Box 876, Searcy, AR
72149-0001)
Michael L Humphries is a
sales representative with
Reynolds and Reynolds. He
and his wife, the former
Wendy Wagner (BBA'86),
have a son, Sidney Haynes.
(201 Phauff Court, Cary, NC
27513)
Ried Duncan m is compensation analyst with Saint Luke's
Episcopal Hospital, Houston.
His wife, Donna, is a law student at the University of Houston. (4915 Clover Lane,
Pearland, TX 77584)
William}. Rankin (BA) is a
teaching assistant with the University of Minnesota, where he
is on leave from Abilene Christian University doing doctoral
work in medieval literature. He
received one of two Teacher of
the Year awards in 1992 from
the College of Liberal and Fine
Arts at ACU. He is married to
the former Sharon Daniel
(BA'86,MSE'87), and they have
a daughter, Emily. (3247
Lyndale Ave. S., #201, Minneapolis, MN 55408)
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Buddy Wilson (BBA)
received the M.B.A. degree in
1992 from Pepperdine University and works for Merrill-Lynch
as a financial consultant in
Charleston, W.Va. (109H White
St., Charleston, WV 25302)
Christine Kernodle Law (BA)
and her husband, Mark, reside
in Opelika, Ala. Christine is director of the Lee County AIDS
Outreach, and Mark is a student at Auburn University.
(1006-B N. 1st, Opelika, AL
36801)
Carlos W. GuptonJr. (MDiv)
received the doctorate of ministry degree from Abilene
Christian University May 8 and
was given the Academic Performance Award from the College of Biblical Studies for a
perfect 4.0 grade point average. Carlus preaches for the
Laurel Church of Christ in
Knoxville, Tenn., and his wife,
Ann, is an occupational therapist at the Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center of Fort Sanders Presbyterian Hospital. They

have two daughters, Katlyn, 5,
and Erin, 2. (1609 Bexhill Dr.,
Knoxville, 1N 37922)
Miguel (BA) and Michel
Hernandez (BA) Aguilar both
teach at Baxter Institute, a
school of biblical and cultural
studies in Honduras. Miguel
also serves as vice president of
admissions and does a weekly
radio program. Michel gives
seminars in Honduras and
other Central American countries, and they are both on the
board of directors of
PREDISAN, an institution of
healing. They have a daughter,
Anna Michelle. (Apartado 1726,
Tegucigalpa, D.C. Honduras)
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Tony Gross (MDiv) and
his wife, the former Karen
Peebles ('83), are missionaries
to Singapore. Their son is Jonathan. (Serangoon Central, P.O.
Box 0556, Singapore 9155, Republic of Singapore)
Rick Niland (BA,MSE'90,BBA
'91) is manager of Advanced
Computer Support. He and his
wife, the former Ruth Cumming ('83), have three children:
Jennifer, Heather and Bonnie.
(7 Spring Valley Dr., Goonellabah, N.S. W. , Australia)
Cris Williams and his wife,
Maria, have a son, Conrad
Christian. (4185 S. Linder, Meridian, ID 83642)
David Keith Hall (BA) graduated May 8 from Northeastern
State University College of Optometry and will enter practice
in Brownsville, Tenn. He is
married to the former Suzette
Huffaker (BA'88).
Kyla Clark Arrington (BA)
teaches high school at Friendship Christian School, Lebanon,
Tenn. Her husband, Timothy,
is a teacher and coach at Nashville Christian School. (355
Burning Tree Dr., Hermitage,
TN 37076)
Jack Davis (BS) and his wife,
the former Jennifer Degnan
(BA'91), both teach in Alaska,
where they share a classroom.
jack teaches six high schoolers,
and Jennifer teaches 13 middle
school students. (P.O. Box
62119, Golovin, AK 99762)
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Todd Loe (BBA,MS'90) is director of taxes for Haygood
Limited Partnership, Little
Rock, Ark. He and his wife, the
former Pamela Winberry
(BA'88), have a daughter, ]ennifer Ann. (60 Flag Road, Little
Rock, AR 72205)

'90 Gloria Lewis Woods
(MSE) is an elementary math
teacher in the public school
system. She and her husband,
Donald, have two children, Jeffrey and Miranda. (Route 2,
Box 360G, Augusta, AR 72006)

Tim Weaver (BBA) is an accountant with VanRheenen &
Miller, CPAs, Searcy. His wife,
the former Cheryl Garner
(BA'92), is a travel agent with
World Travel Inc. 038 Marcus
Shane Lane, Searcy, AR 72143)

Heath Drulman (BBA) is an
account executive with Universal Underwriters, Houston. He
is married to the former
Melanie Dorroh ('93), who is
a student. They have a daughter, Emma Grace. (550 Heimer
Road, #1202, San Antonio, TX
78232)

'92

GregoryN. Downum
(BBA) is an associate accountant with Murphy Oil Corp., El
Dorado, Ark. He is married to
the former Tammy Spoerl
(BS'90). (206 Oakhurst, #216,
El Dorado, AR 71730)

David Freeman Jr. (BBA) is a
marketing representative with
an Office Products Store. His
wife, Andrea, is a dental assistant. (118-A Elaine St., Benton,
AR 72015)

David Owen (BSN) is an ensign in the Navy Nurse Corps,
Portsmouth Naval Hospital. His
wife, the former Jan Harbin,
is a nursing student at Old Dominion University. (825 Shoal
Creek Trail, Chesapeake, VA
23320)

Charles Reed is the automotive manager at Wal-Mart,
Coffeyville, Kan. His wife, the
former Lisa Schultz (BSW'89),
is director of resident services
for Windsor Place Nursing
Home . (1307 W. Martin,
Coffeyville, KS 67337)

James D. McFarland (BA) is a
graduate student at Harding,
where he serves as president
of the Society for Human Resources Management. His wife,
Annette, is a student at Harding. (800-A E. Market, Searcy,
AR 72143)

'91 Kristen Hill Booth
(BBA) and her husband, David,
are auditors for Price
Waterhouse. (8208 Cloverglen
Lane, Ft. Worth, TX 76123)

John Tebo (BS) is an assistant
manager for Wal-Mart Stores.
He and his wife, the former
Kim Bratcher (BSW'90), have
a son, Alex Michael. (HCR 2,
Box 654-1, Devils Elbow, MO
65457)
Susan Isom Henry (BBA) is
employed with Trammell Crow
Co. as assistant controller of
accounting, Irving, Texas. Her
husband, Ben, works for the
engineering firm of Dunaway
Associates. (1130 Bear Creek
Pkwy., #2006, Euless, TX 76039)
Steve Hinrichs (BS) and his
wife, the former Bonnie Dunn
(BBA), live in Fort Worth,
Texas. Bonnie has been promoted to senior staff accoun-
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tant with the Dallas office of
Ernest & Young accounting
firm. (3909 Rusty Dell, Ft.
Worth, TX 76111)
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Jeanette Garrett Morris (BS)
is a nurse at White Counry Memoria! Hospital, Searcy. Her
husband, Brian, works for
Choates Tool and Machine.
(911 E. Race, #122, Searcy, AR
72143)
Donna G. Garner (BA) teaches
fifth and sixth grades at Phillips
County Christian School. (707
Beech, #5, Helena, AR 72342)

Anthony May (BA'86) to Lisa
landis (BBA'89) Nov. 21,
1992. Anthony is a free-lance
editor, and Lisa works for
Univest Financial Group. (2001
Sanford Dr., #1, Little Rock, AR
72207-6422)
George Steve Pitcher (BA'92)
to Julie Paige Huffman
(BSN'92) Dec. 20, 1992, in
Shreveport, La. Julie is a nurse
at St. Vincent Infirmary Medical
Center in Little Rock, Ark.
(1602 Green Mountain Dr. ,
#265-L, Little Rock, AR 72211)
Russell Shirrell Moody
(BBA'92) to Shelley Renee
Brazell (BA'93) Jan. 9 on the
Harding University campus.
(1912 Green Mountain Dr.,
Little Rock, AR 72212)
Kimberly McCaskill (BSN'85)
to Richard Galey March 20 in
Jackson, Tenn. (106 Charlemeade Dr., Jackson, TN 38305)
David Matthew Wyatt ('88) to
Andrea Paige Neathery March
27 in Stillwater, Okla.
Arden Jay Miller (BA'92) to
Karl Demerris Pahal (BA'92)
May 1 in Crossett, Ark.
Diane Marie Davis
(BA,MEd'90) to Jonathan Craig
Clark May 15 in Shreveport, La.
Karla Valladares (BA'93) to
Mark Randall Massey May 16 in
Searcy.
Michael Anthony "Tony"
Hill (BS'91) to Robin Melissa
Vowell May 22 in Searcy.
Stephen Hanes Burkett
(BA'92) to Tina Davidson May
29 in Hot Springs, Ark.

'9 3

Lisa Yark (BA'92) to David
Jarnagin May 29 in Springfield,
Mo. Lisa works for AFCO Steel
in Little Rock, Ark., as human
resources specialist. (1101 W.
Myrtle, #1C, Cabot, AR 72023)

Marriages

Dr. Dawn Zoller (BA'80) to
Richard Hodges May 30 in
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.
(4200 Community Dr. , #1213,
West Palm Beach, FL 33409)

Christy Sharp is in
Italy working with teen-agers.
Her work involves street ministry, drama and music. (c/SO
Brescia 13, 10152 Torino, Italy)

Steven Stack (BBA'85) to
Kelly Glisson June 13, 1992, in
Louisville, Ky. Steve is a systerns project manager for Galen
Health Care Inc. (8506 Para
Court, Louisville, KY 40242)

Stacy Ann Carneal (BSN'83)
to Dr. Bruce A. Russell June 5
in Nashville, Tenn. Stacy is a
nurse at St. Thomas Hospital
and a part-time model. She has

appeared in national advertisements and several country music videos. (527 Players Court,
Nashville, TN 37211)

Mandy Ellis ('92) to Kevin
Kirkpatrick June 12 in
Ardmore, Okla. Mandy is a designer for Furniture Marketing
Group, Dallas. (1004 San
Jacinto, #427, Irving, TX 75063)
Susan Rebecca Pryor (BA'82)
to Dr. Kurt Boyd Hodges June
26 in Searcy.
Dane Howard Flippin (BS'91)
to Karen Loraine Jackson June
26 in Memphis, Tenn.
Philip A. Allen ('86) to linda
Christensen (BSN'88) Oct. 2
in Nashville, Tenn.

Births
To Scott and Jill Erskin
(BA'83) Maberry, a son,
Phillip Michael, Nov. 20, 1991.
His brother is Nicholas Scott.
(6522 Alcott Dr., Riverside, CA
92506)
To David (BBA'85) and Colleen Dougherty (BS'85) Burton, a son, Conner Patrick,
March 19, 1992. They have another son, Benjamin. David
works for H.V. Burton Co.
(14262 Pere, Livonia, MI 48154)
To Robert ('87) and Lisa
Jenkins (BBA'85) Schmittou,
a daughter, Shelby Katherine,
May 16, 1992. Lisa works at
Flippin Eye Care Center, and
Robert is a sales representative
with Genuine Parts Corp. (1024
Pioneer Road, Searcy, AR
72143)
To Rees (BA'84) and Mandy
Caraway (BBA'85) Uoyd, a
son, Tucker Rees, June 2, 1992.
They also have a daughter,
Abby Leigh. Rees is a sales representative with Jostens Inc.
(2510 Hidden Hills, Jonesboro,
AR 72401)
To Bob (BS'79) and Karyn
Heitkamp (BSN'80) Ramsey,
a daughter, Julie Ann, June 13,
1992. She has two brothers,
Brett, 9, and Daniel, 6. Bob is a
loan officer with Fleet Mortgage.
To Rodney ('84) and Robbi
Gaskins, a son, Talon Chase,

July 19, 1992. He has two sisters, Brooke and Summer.
Rodney is an air traffic control
specialist. (7401 San Pedro
N.E., #149, Albuquerque, NM
87109)
To Gary (BA'86) and Carla
Treat (BA'85) Stapleton, a
daughter, Molly Elizabeth, Aug.
20, 1992. Gary teaches English
and Carla teaches social studies
in the public school system.
(P.O. Box 772, 505 Reynolds,
McCrory, AR 72101)
To Eric (BS'87) and Sarah
Brown (BA'88) Bowen a son
Zachary, Sept. 9, 1992. i:nc is ~
first-year resident in internal
medicine. (1706 Sanford Dr
#2, Little Rock, AR 72207) .,
To Jim and Carla Sue
Dunkerson (BA'83) Vick, a
son, Holden James, Sept. 20,
1992. They also have a daughter, Kaitlyn. Carla owns a catering company, Gourmet Designs. (4429 Delaware Lane
Plano, TX 75024)
'
To Jim (BA'85,MEd'86) and
Diedra Sutton, a son, Garrett
James, Oct. 19, 1992. He has a
sister, Chelsea. Jim is an elementary teacher in the public
school system. (1544 River
Oaks Dr., Irving, TX 75060)
To Bryan (BS'86) and Jan
Coker (BBA'85) Pruitt a son
Jackson Lynn, Oct. 20, l992. '
He has two sisters, Caroline
and Elizabeth. (724 S. Sanders
Road, Birmingham, AL 35226)
To Rick and NeldaJean
Parker (BA'80) King, a son,
Matthew Parker, Nov. 6, 1992.
He joins a sister, Erin Elizabeth.
(9011 E. 67th Place, Tulsa, OK
74133)
To Forrest "Huck" ('80) and
Chris Heathcott, a daughter,
Aubrey O'Neal, Nov. 17, 1992.
Huck is employed with Nissan
Motor Corp. as manager of
North American remarketing.
(152 LaVerne, Long Beach, CA
90803)
To Earl (BBA'85) and Karen
Doerr (BSW'86) Fonville, a
son, Corbin Mackenzie, Nov.
23, 1992. Earl is internal audit
manager for Anthem. (2905 St.
Croix Court, Ft. Worth, TX

76118)
To Scott (BBA'88) and Jennifer Crow (BA'88) Teague, a
daughter, Leighton Elise, Dec.
19, 1992. (8404 Easy St.,
Sherwood, AR 72116)
To Billy and Bethany Bessent
(BBA'84) Webb, a daughter,
Mary-Carmen Bessent, Jan. 23.
Her sister is Sarabeth Hope.
(1000 Greenwood Dr., Ruston,
LA 71270-2128)
To Wally (BBA'84) and
Gretchen Gardner ('86)
Kobisky, a son, Tyler
Alexander, Jan. 30. He has a
sister, Amanda. Wally is a programmer/analyst with Preformed Line Products. (5414
Forest Ave., Parma, OH 44129)
To Rick and Susan Bolding
(BA'83) Harper, a daughter,
Julie Ann, Feb. 12. Her brother
is James Richard Jr. (108 Bellmont, Hattiesburg, MS 39401)
To Darrell and Kandy Hester
(BA'83) Barnes, a son, Ransom Alexander, Feb. 21. Kandy
is a speech pathologist with
the Mississippi Bend Area Education Agency. (2742 Hawthorne Dr., Bettendorf, IA 52722)
To Stan (BS'84) and Jolene
Todd (BBA'83) Nutt a son
Tyler Stanley, Feb. 2S. He has
a sister, Charlene. Stan is employed with BellSouth Telecommunications as staff analyst. (3567 Chinaberry Lane,
Snellville, GA 30278)
To Randy and Patti Holloway
(BA'84) McCoy, a son, Ryan
Phillip, March 11. His brother
is Seth. (11516 Candlelight
Court, Charlotte, NC 28226)
To Rusty (BBA'85) and Carol
Trevathan (BME'85) Turner,
a son, Jackson Scott, March 12.
Rusty is a programmer analyst
with Fidelity Investments, and
Carol is a high school band director for the public school
system. (1316 Saddleback
Lewisville, TX 75067)
'
To Jim and Leslie Deneau
(BSN'85) Cochrane a son
LeonardJames III, March 1
His sister is Katie. (109 Westchester Way, Easley, sc 29642)

7.

To Scott and Cara Eades

(BA'86) Hickey, a son, Forrest
Scott, March 29. (2508 Potomac
Dr., Flower Mound, TX 75028)
To Bob and Susan
Richardson (BBA'90) Locke
a son, John Stevenson, March
30 in Portsmouth, Va.
To Raymond and Evelyn Vest
(BS'78) Unveil, a son, Travis
Thud, April 1. Raymond is an
electrician for Capital Wire and
Cable. Evelyn is a tax auditor
for the state of Arkansas. They
also own and operate a mobile
home park. (110 Jackson 1125,
Newport, AR 72112)
To Jon (BBA'85) and Michelle
Noblitt (BBA'85) Perry, a
daughter, Madeleine Claire
April 10. She has a brother'
Brandon. Jon is a compute~
analyst for Boeing. (107 Springfield Lane, Madison, AL 35758)
To Norman ('90) and Tonia
HaleJr., a daughter, Paige
Nicole, April 27. (109 Field
Crest Dr., Searcy, AR 72143)
To Brent (BBA'88) and
Heather Armstrong (BA'89)
Abney, a son, Zachary Jacob,
May 12.
To John and Cathie Binns
(BSN'81) Fox, a daughter,
Chaney Odell, May 20. (3
Thompson Circle, Searcy, AR
72143)
To Art and Kim Vinson
(BA'83) Maldonado a son
Thomas Cade, May 27.
'
To Phillip C'90) andJanice
Martin ('90) Brown, a son,
Ryan Tyler, June 3. Janice is
supervisor of the acute/outpatient physical therapy department at Rebsamen Regional
Medical Center in Jacksonville,
Ark. Phillip is a computer programmer analyst for the Arkansas Department of Human Services. (19 Sunset Lane Cabot
AR 72023)
'
'
To Michael (BA'75,MEd'81)
and Shelly lincoln, a daughter, Emily Kaye, June 20. (392
Yarnell Road, Searcy, AR 72143)
To Kevin ('90) and Pam Hess
(BSN'82) Eads, a daughter,
Lydia June, June 25. (2996 Old
Murfreesboro Road, College
Grove, TN 37046)

To Barry and Brenda Hill
(BSN'88) Tyler, a son, Brandon Michael, June 25. Brenda
is a registered nurse, and Barry
is in the U.S. Army. (526 Rose
Creek Dr., Radcliff, KY 40160)
To Jim (BA'80) and Marion
McClain (BA'79) Greene a
daughter, Anna Elizabeth,,July
1. Her brother is Ron. (1035 N.
Hwy. 1389, Combine, TX 75159)

Deaths
Hurley Crews Jr. (BS'74) died
June 24, 1991. He is survived
by his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hurley Crews Sr.; a brother,
Keith Crews (BS'74); and a
daughter, Suzanne Crews.
W. Taft Henry (BA'29), pioneer educator, died July 27,
1992, after a long illness. He is
survived by his wife, the
former Ruby Ward ('34).
Michelle Watson (BSN'80)
died Nov. 26, 1992, in Little
Rock, Ark.
Charles Edward Jordan ('54)
died Dec. 1, 1992, of cancer in
Baton Rouge, La. His wife,
Tina, lives at 11282 Chalice Dr
.,
Baton Rouge, LA 70815.
Cassie Harris Clay (Cordell)
died Dec. 8, 1992. She is the
mother of Marie Yingling
(BA'42) of Searcy.
Hansford Harry Conner ('56)
died Feb. 24 in Grand Prairie
Texas. Because of declining '
health, he retired in 1983 from
11 years of active work in jail/
prison ministry. He also had
preached the Gospel for more
than 40 years. He is survived
by his wife, Marguerite, and
one son, H.E. (Gene) Conner
(BA'64).
Robert Batson (BA'49) died
suddenly May 3 in Heber
Springs, Ark. He is the husband of Gwen Davis Batson
(BA'49). (350 Wilburn Road
Heber Springs, AR 72543) '
Albert D. Gardner (BA'32)
died May 6 in Arvada, Colo. He
is the brother of Jasper
Gardner (BA'34) of Searcy.
Martha Starnes Shanklin
(BA'35) died June 26.
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EVENTS
OCTOBER
19-26 • Doctor of Ministry Course, Graduate School of Religion, Memphis; instructors: Dr. Allen
Black, Mike Cope
28-30 • Homecoming '93 Weekend- Homecoming Musical "Funny Girl"; football game, Bisons
vs. Arkansas Tech, Alumni Field (Saturday)
28-31 • Texas Roundup, Volunteer Weekend , Wild West Daze, Enchantment Daze (Admissions
Office)

NOVEMBER
4 • Dick Cheney, American Studies Institute Distinguished Lecture Series; 7:30 p.m., Benson
Auditorium
5-6 • Elders' Workshop , Graduate School of Religion, Memphis
12-13 • Insight '93 (formerly High School Days)
13 • Continuing Education Seminar: "Prayer and Providence, " Graduate School of Religion,
Memphis; instructo r: Dr. John Mark Hicks
20-28 • Thanksgiving recess

DECEMBER
1 • Students return from Harding University in Florence, Italy
14-17 • Final examinations
18 • Graduation exercises, Benson Auditorium, 10 a.m.
18-1/9 • Christmas recess

JANUARY
3-8 • Short Courses, Graduate School of Religion, Memphis
4-11 • Doctor of Ministry Course, Graduate School of Religion, Memphis
10 • Graduate School of Religion, Memphis, classes begin
10-11 • Advising and registration for spring semester
11 • School of Biblical Studies classes begin
12 • Spring classes begin
24 • Final day to enroll for spring semester
26 • Students leave for Harding University in Florence, Italy

FEBRUARY
8 • James Humes, American Studies Institute Distinguished Lecture Series; Leadership Seminar:
"The Sir Winston Method: Language of Leadership"; 7:30p.m., Administration Auditorium
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HARDING UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE BUYS
I. BASIC CREW SWEATSHIRT
l7y Gear- 80% cotton, 20% polyester;
Navy and green with white/grey imprint,
ar Black with white/gold imprint;
Adult-M,L,XL ...$29.95;
'XXL ...$32 .95

2a. BASIC CREW SWEATSHIRT
l7y Gear- 80% cotton, 20% polyester;
Ash grey with black/gold imprint;
Adult-M,L,XL ...$29 .95;
'XXL .. .$32.95
2b. Hooded; Adult-M,L,XL .. .$39.95
(not shown)
3a. HOODED SWEATSHIRT l7y
Gear- 75% polyester, 12% rayon,
13% cotton; Ash grey and navy trim
with maroon, navy and white imprint;
Adult-M,L,XL .. .$35.50
3b. Turtleneck ...$30.50 (not shown)

4. HEAVYWEIGHT TEE SHIRT
l7y Gear- 100% cotton; Navy, Ashar
White with a 3-colar imprint; AdultM,L,XL . . .$16 .95; 'XXL ...$18.95
5 . SIZED WOOL CAP - Black
with gold/white imprint; Adult-6 5/8
tbru 7 3/4 (state size needed) .. .$13.95
6.

HARDING PENNANT-

12 "x30" ...$2 .95
7. CREW SWEATSHIRT l7y
]an.sport- 50% polyester, 50% cotton;
Ash grey with black/gold/grey imprint
using embroidery , applique and puffed
ink; Adult-M,L,XL .. .$41.95;
'XXL ...$43.95

B. DENIM SHIRT- 100%
cotton; Blue denim with navy embroidery
imprint above pocket; AdultM,L,XL ...$41.95
9.

POLO SHIRT- 100% cotton;

White, Navy and Green with embroidery
imprint; Adult-M,L,XL ...$32 .95;
'XXL ...$34.95
lOa. CREW SWEATSHIRT FOR
MOM - 50% polyester, 50% cotton;
Navy ar Dark Green with cream and
floral applique imprint; AdultL,XL ...$39.95; 'XXL .. .$41.95
lOb. CREW SWEATSHIRT FOR
DAD- Same, but with metaUic goltl
and tartan plaid applique (not shown)

11. ADJUSTABLE C AP -

Black

crown, goltl biU with gold/white

embroidery imprint; TwiU...$8 .95, ar
Wool. ..$11.95

14 . ADJUSTABLE TWILL CAP
White with black/goltl design, ar
Black with gold/white design .. .$9.95

-

15 . CHEERLEADER OUTFIT50% polyester, 50% cotton; Black/goltl
with goltl embroidery imprint; Toddler
sizes 2,3,4 ...$21.95 ; Youth sizes
6,8,10,I2 ...$26.50
16. YOUTH TEE SHIRT l7y ]osten.s
- I00% cotton; White ar Ash with
multi-color Mickey Mouse design on
front and back; Youth sizes
S,M,L...$I2.95; Adult sizes
M ,L,XL ...$I4.95

I7. Bm- White with black/goltl
imprint ...$6.95
18 . YOUTH TEE SHIRT l7y ]osten.s
100% cotton; Black, Farest Green
and Navy with gold/white imprint; Youth
sizes S,M,L ...$9.95

22. ALUMNI WINDOW DECAL
- 4"x4" ...$1.25
23. WALNUT COASTERSLaser-cut imprint into side of holtler; Set
of 6 ...$19.95
24. CERAMIC MUG-10-oz.
coffee mug with genuine goltl trim; White
ar Black ...$9 .00
25 . WALNUT WALL CLOCKLaser-cut imprint into face of clock; 10"
square ...$3 3 .95
26 . WALNUT KEY HOLDERLaser-cut imprint ...$2 .50
27. WALNUTBOOKENDSLaser-cut imprint into face and edge of
bookends; 6 1/2" tall .. .$29.50

-

19. JOGGING SUIT -IOO%

nylon; Black/gold/white with white
embroidery design; Toddler sizes
2,4 ...$25 .95; Youth sizes 8,I2 .. .$30.95

28. HARDING GLASS-II oz.
with black/goltl design ...$3.95
29. CERAMIC SQUARE MUGBlack with pewter seal .. .$ 1I.95

30. BRASS ALUMNI
KEYRING .. .$3.95

I2 . BISON WITH IMPRINTED
RWBON - II " long .. .$14 .95

20. METAL LICENSE PLATE White with black/goltl design .. .$3 .50

13. HARDING SWING - Scale
model, 7 1/2" high; handcrafted l7y
HaT£1ing professar Dr. Don England ...$24.50

2I . WINDOW DECAL- 2"x13"
in black and goltl .. .$.89

TO ORDER, please make check
payable to Harding Univer.;ity
Bookstore. Add Arkansas sales tax of
4.5% where applicable. See postage
and handling below. Or enclose
VISA or MasterCard number (all
digits on card), expiration date, and
your signature. Be sure to include
your street address, daytime phone
number, sizes and color choices.
(Cannot deliver to P.O. Boxes) . Or
call our toll-free number. Prices and
merchandise in this ad are guaranteed
until the next issue of HARDING is
published.

31. METAL ALUMNI LICENSE
PLATE - Black with goltl design ...$4 .25
32 . KNIT STADIUM BLANKET

- 45"x52" ...$33 .95

POSTAGE & HANDLING
Up to $20.00:
$3.25
$20.01-$35.00:
$4.35
$35.01-$50.00:
$5.45
$50.01-$70.oo:
$6:5s
$70.01-$100.00:
$7.65
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DOES YOUR WILL .WORK?
PLEASE COMPLETE AND MAIL TO:

Harding University
Box 2238, 900 E. Cenler
Searcy, AR 72149-0001
0 Please send free literature about making a will.
0 Please contact me about a personal visit or other assistance.
0 I have provided for Harding University in my estate plan.
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